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It is well known that many of the results in claaaical 
linear algebra have an unequivocal exten sion to the more 
general situation when the ac alars ara dr&wn trom an arbit� 
division ring K. There are, however,. threa distinct theories 
ot determinants tor matrices over a division ring. One ot 
theae, originated. by Study, •applies only to very particuld" 
noD-commutative fields and to matrices ot sp·eeial tJ"pe• 
(Dieudorme) and will not concern u.s here. '!'he remaining two, 
one due to Ore and the other due to Dieu.donn,, re.t"l.ect 
together, it not separately, the basic properties ot the 
classical determinant. 'l'b.e diversity is- as we will see, 
due to the tact that the ordinary determinants .tor square 
matrices play different roles; .first , in connection with 
ideals 1n the matrix ring and then. it • matrix be non­
singular, in connection with the group ot invertible matr-i ees . 
The elegant D1eudonn(e theory deals with a homomorphi ... 
ot the matrix group into the commutative quotient group or 
cosets ot X modulo its commutator subgroup. lhen lC is 
commutative, the images ot non-singulr matrices under the 
homomorphis• 'be eome simply the value s o.t" the ordinaley' 
determinant. .1. refinement ot the usual methods ot ro• or 
column expansion or a dete�nant is the main apparatus ot 
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this theory; it tails. however. to assign a determinantal 
value to singular matrices un1ess a zero is somewhat 
artificially adjoined to the class ot determinantal values·. 
ot non-singular matrices. 
The Ore determinant, on the other hand. maps the 
matrix ring into a class ot two elements. essentiallJ the 
ideals in X:, •i th singular ��&trices correaponding to the 
aero id•al and non-singular matricas to Ir. .llthough it tail• 
to assign the cJ.assical determinant to a matrix over a 
commutative tield.K, it does :aainta1n preciselJ some othe� 
standard prope rties . 
\fe will exm1ne possible extenaions ot the definition• 
ot theae two determinants to �ly to a claaa ot �ing• mora 
general than matrix rings, namely, the complete rank rings . 
Such a ring ia, &1'1'1ong other things, irreducible, regular &l!bl 
complete in the topo1ogy ot a certain metric associated with 
it. 
In Chapter II we will give von NellDlann'a definition 
ot a co:rap:lete rank ring and atate; results ot constant later­
appl.icatiOI'l which are cle:ri ved: t:rom the work ot von Newn.nn 
ad Ehrlich. 1fe •ill alao eatablish some baaie lelDDl&s not 
ezpllci tly stat.cll in their work, which we will us& in the 
sequel .. 
Tbe succeeding chapter examines tha tecbn1�• ot the 
D1euclo� determinant as applied to elaenta in a continuoua 
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ri.ng, that is, a complete rank ring whose rank function has 
aa ita range the unit interval. In this case a tri vial 
determinant emergea but a substantial characterisation ot the 
group ot invertible ring elements hal been found as an 
imme�iate consequence ot tha author's result•. 
Chapter IV anal.Jata the concept ot the dete:ntinmt due 
to Ore. We are able to obtain a alight general.1sation ot 
Ore's result tor matricea over a division ring and obtain aa 
well an analoaoul result for continuous rings. we will indicde 
how the detiDition ot determinant tor matrices over a division 
ring can be extended to a limited class ot matrices with 
polrnomial elements, will define a charaoteriatie equation 
tor a i\.,..triz: and will ahow. torr a tew cases,. that a s.,u.ttre 
aatrix. with e.le-.nta in an arbitrary ctiviaion ring, eatiatiea· 
ita cb.araeteriatic equatioa. 
J. von Jeumann published in a paper •continuous ringa 
and thei r aritbmetica • (see Bibliograph;r) a sequence ot result• 
on the algebraicity OYer the ce.nter ot the ring tor an 
arbitra17 element ot a com.p,lete rank ring. These result• 
"can be us.-d to build up a theory ot proper ( eigen-) v&luea 
and ot eleaeatary divisors in the ring " (von 118umsnn). The 
prroots of the theorems, however, have not been published. 
heretofore and we give them i n  Chapter v. Surprisingly, in 
view ot what h..,ena tor matrix rings over a commutative 
field there is no apparent connection bet•en the results ot 
Chapters IV and V tor matrix rings over a general division 
ri ng . Perhaps the differe nce lies in the tact that in ChapteP 
IV we e s sentiallJ vie w  the matrices in relation to non• 
unilateral equations, a more natural, but more difficult. 
vie wpoint than the uni lateral one ot Cbaptep V. lre do not 
pursue the elementary divisor theo� in the present work but 
do obtain a coapleta picture of t he algebraicity to be 
ezpected £or an arbitrary element of the ring. 
CHAPTER II 
COMPLETE RAN.[ RINGS 
The literature dealing with the general properties o� 
complete rank rings consists primarily of fiYe papers and a 
three volume publication by J. von Jleumann, two publications 
by G. Ehrlich and three pa:pera by r. D. Fryer and I. Halperin. 
Material drawn from some of these sourcea will be 
used continually in the remainder of this work and we will 
give an informal account of the pertinent material, listing 
relevant publications forthwith so as to have available the: 
suitable abbreviations indicated below. 
Publications by J. von lfeu.mann 
Papers in the Proceedings of the lfationa1 Acad!!J ot Science:a 
•continuous geometry,• 22:92-100, 1936 ("'C. G."); 
•on regular rings,.• 22:707-1.3, 1936 (ltft. R.")J 
•llgebraic theory of continuous geoaetriea.• 23: 
19·22, 1937 ("'A. T. "'); 
"Continuous rings and their aritlmletica."" 23:341-9, 
1937 ("C. R. A.•); 
Continuous Geometrz Vol. II. (Planographed lecture notes, 
J.nn .lrbor: EdlJIU"da Brothers, l.937) ( -w II•) • 
.& p:ap4tr by G. Ehrlich in Tbe "Transactions of the 
American Kathematical Society 
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•cnaracter1zation of a continuous geometPJ within the 
unit group,• 83. 2:397-416, 
1956 (-:&") • 
.&. paper by It. D. Pr7er and I. Halperin in !!!,! 
Seientiarum aathe .. tic� 
*l'he Yon llilniJiann coordinatisat1on theorem tor compl.e• 
mented modu� latticea,• 171 
3-4:203-49, 1956 ("Jt, a•). 
Although we are principall7 in a certain claae ot ringa, 
n .. ely, the complete rank ring•. and theee CaD be define� 
without reference to the geo•etrical context in which the;r 
ari1e, it appear• aore natural to approach the eubject by 
••1 ot the lattice· ot principal. right ideals in the general 
such ring; moreoYer, we will use the properties of the lattioea. 
�oms ot Continuous Geometrl [C1 G.,9i-6J 
W. consider a class L consisting ot at leaet two 
distinct ele•nts, the eleaente beil:lg denoted b;r .cc.t,e:., • • • •  • 
the!'e! ie defined among the elelll8nta ot L a relation f. with 
the following propertiee 
1. Under the relation, L is a complete, complementec. 
modular lattice. (Axio_. I. II, IV, V}. 
2. L is irreclucible, that ia, the aole elements in 
L with tm1que complement• are O=A(L), l=U(L), or 
equivalently, L is no direct sam. (Jxiom VI). 
3. we introduce a 1peoial 11m1t notion in L as follows: 
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Let .n be some infinite aleph and S a se,uence otA'l-o( c L where 
o( runs oYer· all ordinals oe < fl • Define 
It o< < {J <fl. 1JIIplies � <::. ..(fl.,s • then 
1111 �(...o!) = V (S). 
ot-f.ll Dl, 
It oe .c. f3 < Jl. 1lllpl1ea � � ..-m..d , then 
lill*(.oz J = n (a). o(�..n.. "' 
1111*(.-cJl.) is otherwise not d.e1"inect. o(-+.0.. 0( 
W.ttice join and meet are continuous in L,. in other' 
Ir 0( < f'<Jl. implies � � �, then 
l!JIO(...cn.« ...., .+.) ::o. ( u.• AJt )v t- • ��n ��� � 
rr c< <. fJ < ll. implies .AJt.o( � A1Ls , then 
lim* ( All- f\ $ ) : ( lill* � ) A ;t. • 
o<.�.n. 0( o£-+ .{l. 
(.&%1om III). 
!he axioms I-VI are invariant UDder dualization, 
that is� under r•••r•at ot partial order, with subsequent 
interchanges or lattice join and meet and ot 0 and 1. 
mtm.naioa PGnction te. G,, 26-9] 
It is possible to detine uniquelJ a numerical 
dimension function D on the elements ot L b7 the following 
conditione 
A) Dkt) is defined tor all AJt E L, its Yal.uea being real 
numbers in the un1 t 1ntenal. 
B) D(O) = O, D(l) = 1. 
C) D( .4v.t.) + D( ..or." ,t) = D(-Q) -+ D(�) • 
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Von Neumann proves that the range D or D is one of -
� .... =- tO,���, ..• , 1} for some integer n and the set ot all 
re al numbers � 0, � 1 (�00). Moreover, it ;Q = � ..... , then L is 
the lattice of an1bspaeea. of an irreducible p�rojectiv• 
geometry whosa ordinar,r projective dimension is n-1. Ir 
B� p_, the lattice is referred to as a. continuous geometr7. 
R·esu.lar ring a [ R. R., 708-12; pI a, 208) 
.In element e ot a ring 1( is said to be idempotent it' 
e.,_ s: e. !hen also, l•e is idempotent • 
.6 non•emptJ set(; or elements a, b, • • • is called a 
sem.i•grou.p it an associative •ultiplicat ion ia defined in e; • 
<B ia called a regular semi-group and the :multiplication is 
called regular multiplication it for each a E CE , aba = a 
for at least one b E � • Q) is regular if and onlJ it tor 
each a there exists. an idempotent e € � and an element bEQi 
such that ea = a, ab : e (if aba = a, then choose e = ab) • 
.ilao, G is regular it and only if tor each a there exist s 
an idea.potent e auch that ae = a, ba == •• tor some bE c; • 
We inter that � is regular it and onlJ it each lett 
coset ( •>.e eonta1na a and is identical w1 th ( e >e tor some· 
idempotent e € (;- and it and onlJ it eaeh right coset (a}'f' 
contains a and is identical with (e)t- tor some idempotent 
• € �. 
A ring 1t, with multiplication aaaociatiYe bJ detin1· 
tion, ia called a regular ring it ita multiplication is 
regular, that is, ror each a, aba .o::: a ror some b e;;ft ; 
equivalent!�, one of the two conditions 
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there exista an idempotent • €' � such that (e� :::: (a � 
tor etch aE.1t 
there� exists at1 idempotent e E � such that (e )-�""::::: (a).,. 
tor each ae1Z 
holda. Thea• detinitioaa and properties do not depend on 
the existence of a unit in :R; however, we assume _as of now, 
that � is a regular ring with unit. Of course, the coset• 
(a� , (a).,. are simplJ the principal lett tm.d right ideals 
generated bJ a ia 1{, • 
We denote bJ An.£ (_,a{} the lett (right) annihilator� 
or the. right (lett} ideal� in � .  It e1 = e and ..oa.= Cal,.. 
.l _£ . .,. + ( (e >.e), then .(Jt = (ell.- = ( 1-e � ( .-n =:::: ( e ),t � (1-e )r-). If 
lttt denotes the class of all principal right ideals and L� 
the class of all principal lett ideals of the regular ring 
� and if, in addition, we impose the condition that � is 
irreducible, that is, its center i s  a tie lcll, ( R. R., 
Th.eorea 5) then 
R:JC. and L� are complemented:, modular and irreducible 
lattices and 
It� and I." are anti-isomorphic under the DUlpp.ings 
� f: R-!}t-) /()1. .e E Lgc, and ATl. € L� � 41\.+ E R .!)( • 
The Coordinatiaation �eorem [I II, P, H] 
The lattices Las defined b� von Weuaann•a axioms 
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are iaomorphic to the 1attice ot principal right ideals ot 
an irreducible regular ring lJt, ; and al.so to the principal 
lett ideal lattice of a suitable irreducible regul� ring. 
Jloreover, � is u.n1t�uely determined up to isomorphism. bJ' the 
lattice when ]2 = � ..o and when ! = p""' tor n � J, provided L is 
not a non-Deaargueaian proJective plana. 
It L is a projective geometry ot ordinary dimension 
n-1, then� , called a d1acrete ring, ia the: matrix. ring 
II�(IC) ot order n over a divia1on ring L It !. = J!oo, Dt ia 
described aa a continuous ring. 
The Geoaetr1aa�1on Theol"eel (a. R. A.., Jltl] 
:s·uppoae that $}(, ia a regular ring w1 th u.ni t and that 
it ia irrel!uelble, that ia, ita center ia a field. 
ft is a rank rle; it a numerical function R(a) can 
be defined tor all a € � which possesses the propertiea 
(l) .ll.waya 0 � R(a) 6 1 
(2) R(a) = 0 if and only it a ::::: 0 
()) R(l) :::: 1 
(�) R(ab) � R(a), K(ab)"' R(b) 
(.$) Por e'Z..= e,. t .. = t, et == 0 = te ,.. have R(e-+ t) = R(e) 
+ R(t}. 
These requirement• themsel••• imply 
(6) ·Ff(a):: l it and only it .-• exiata in £R, 
(7) R(a) :::; R(b) if' and onlJ it a= ub• where u-•, v-1 exist 
in� 
{8) R(a + b)� R(a) + R(b) 
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We can then inter that R(a-'b), called the rpk-diatanca, 
is a metric in� 1 that ia, 
(i) lt(a-b) = 0 for a= b 
) 0 for· a =F b 
(ii) R(a-b) � R(b•a) 
(iii) R(a-c) c:: lt(a-b)+ !f(b-e:) 
and aoreover, addition and multiplication in� satisfy 
eoDditiODI 
(iY) R((a + b)•(o +d))..:::. R(a-e) +R(b-d) 
(v) 'fr{ab-c<l) � R( a•c) + R(b-d) • 
.1. riag � satisfying (1)-(,S) and the subsequ.ent 
conditions (6)-(8) and (i)•(Y) is termed a co!)Jlete rank ring· 
it it ia complete in the topology ot the rank-distance. It 
the range of the rank tunction is the set { 0, � , �, • • •  , 1} 
tor some integer n, then � is a disere:te ring; and it the 
range ot R is the unit interval, then � is a continuous ring. 
The two classes ot complete· rank rings ar• indeed the 
only ones posaible [c. R • .&.., .345). It � is a com:ple.te rank 
ring, then the principal right ideal lattice R� (and the 
principa1 lett ideal lattice L� ) tul.t11 the J.xioms r-VI; 
conversel7, it the principal right ideal lattice, ot a regular 
and irreducible ring !fl., •at1aties the .lrioms I-VI, then� 
is a complete rank ring. 
'l'b.e relation between rank and dimension ftmction is 
aa might be- anticip·ate d; namelJ, tor any a.e SR. 
In the re mainder of this chapte r we will discuss and 
in some case a de riYe some rather more spe cial re sults fop 
comple te:· rank ringa � and thei r uaociated principal right. 
(and le ft) ide al latt ice s. we wi ll also introduce some 
group• in � which will be basic in the next chapte r. 
Throughout this and the next chapte r � will denote a comple te 
rank ring. Unle ss otherwise indicate«, we will assume also 
that � does not have characte ristic two; and it the diacre te 
oaae applies, then n > 2. 
The �-Distance Topolop 
We re call that it � is a discrete ring, the n it ia 
e quivale nt to the ring of all nxn matr-icea oYe P a division 
ring, tor some integer n; in thia case the range ot R is 
the set t 0, -k, �, • • •  , 1} and a tunda.ental se que nce is 
constant afte r a finite nuabe r of terms. 
In the ge neral caae , it { a,, a2.' • • •  } is a sequence 
in 5J{,, then the existence of a liai t a E � 1 that is, an a£ � 
such that 
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is etui valent to 
lbl B(a.-a.) == 0 
i.Jj-?oo " J 
2.1 lie_, Continuitz: or llultiJ·1ieation. Let {a,}, 
{ bj J (i, j = 1, 2, • • • ) be sequences in � converging to 
a., b reapeetivelJ• 'l'b.en lim a. be.. = ab. 
C.-7 00 (. 
P.roor: R(a.b. •ab) � R(a.-a) + R(b ;_-b) � � - "' -
-? o aa i �oo. 
bJ (v) 
Z,2, J!e-1 Let eL E .!):t be a sequence or idem.potenta 
converging to e. 'l'b.en e i a idempotent. 
Pl'oor: 
lime. = •• I. -+..o "" 
2.3. Definition. We denote by cE the group ot non-
singular (invertible) ring elementa, that is. ae(f c � 
it and on17 it It( a) = 1. 
2.q_. MliDIIJ• l.et Q] be a SUbglfOup ot fi • Then the 
cloau.re ot (B in the rtmk.d.istance topologJ is al.ao a sub-
Proot; Let {. t 4 ; t" e � , 1 = 1, Z, • • • } be; a 
convergent sequence. Then lia R(t.-t.) =0 impliea 
�j�oo c. J 
.l:ial R(t�' -t -J.' ) =: lim R{t -:• (t. •t. )t-:"'} '-,J700 1... t..,j-+011 J J C. (. 
.=:.llll (t. -tJ. ) by (7) I..,J�OO 1.. 
= o. 
Hence lla t:-' exista in � . v-i>oo " 
By the continuity ot multiplication (Ita t; ) (lim t�1 ) 1.. =Joo .. .. .. ,o ... 
= 1 10 that lim tt. € (j and i ta inverse in c'! is lim t; ' • &..-?<M:I ...... � 
Koreove�, as GS is a group,  liJa t:' belonga to the closure r-.... ao 
ot G. 
:Let t ti.\ , t uj} (i, j :::::.1, 2, ••• ) be sequences� in G 
convergil'lg in the r&Dk-distance topology . Then 
(lim t. )( lia u. ) :::: 11m t. u.:, 
" ....,. 00 (. .. -7110 � z:;' -o c. 
is also in the closure: ot � • 
nementa ot Claa  2 
2.5. Dttt1n1t1on1 t E. gt is ot class 2 (written 
bence:tor·th u t E. C'") it t = 1 + r where r :F o, r2:::: o. 
2,6, l.eDDia, The inverse ot t E a' w1 th tt = 1 + r 
is 1-r, a1ao ot class z. 
hoott (1 + r)(l-r) = 1-r� = 1 and {-r·)(-r-) = r,.= o. 
we are justitied, then in speaking ot the grou.p 
generated by the class Z elements. Beeause � Lemma 2.4 
- haYe 
2.7. �.e-. The closure �t ot the poup generated! 
b7 the elements ot clasa 2 ia a group, 
2. 8. I.e-, I.t t E. C2., a € {f • Then sta-1 E C'2. • 
!'.root: J.et t :::: 1 + r, rz.;::; o; then eta_, = 1 + srs-J 
and (sl"a-• )(sra-•) = sr2.s-' :::. o. 
2.9. Corollag1 Let t E C"-z..., a E (£ • Then at = t, s 
tor some t, E g2-• 
Proot: Let ate-':= t,. Then at -=;: t/ s where t, € cZ.. 
2.10. Coroll!!'l• Let t E ;et. a€ ci; • '!'hen st = t1 • 
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ror- some t, € �t. 
hoo:t: wt t € �,_, a € cE • Then sta-1 € �t • Por, 
if t == lim t · where {t,. ; i :: 1, 2, • • •  } is a sequence in the ,�00 I. 
gro� generated b� the elaaa 2 elements and which converges 
in� , then st a-1 = •(lim t.; )a-' = �im (at . •  -' ) which belongs 
c..-? oo �.�eo '-&t lt) <.2.) (i.) 2.. 
to J"\. since t" == t.:. t;. • • •  , where ti.. E C , implies sti. .-t 
-c (j) _ , , <  b-J ..,. , , at� s at, s • • •  is a product or clasa �elements, 
by Lelllllla. 2.8. 
The equation sts -/ = t 1 , t 1 in R f • impliea st = t, s. 
2.11. Detinition. We write u �a tor non-singul� 
u, 8 e � wb.en u = ta for some t e !?,t • 
2.12. Corollarz. The relation� is an et!fUivalenca 
relation. 
Proo:r: Clearly u � u as u ::r 1. u and 1. E � t c lt. 
Also u = ts with t € �t implies 8 = t-' u and t-1E�t 
by Lemma. 2. 7, that is, u � 8 implies a� u. 
Finally 1 u := t1 s 1 8 :::: tJ. V w1 th t 1 , t2- E �-/' illlpl� 
u = t 1 t2.v or u � s, s :::: v imply u � v. 
2.13·  l.eJIIIla. {Givens). t € «:� 1r and onl� ir there 
ensta 11 € cE aueh that utu-' = t2-. 
Proor: '!'his result is proved in [B, �05]. 
The Subrffiss �{e), e4 = !· 
Let e (e! f: 0) be an idempotent in�. Then the 
subring �(e) consisting of all quantities exa, x €3<,, is 
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again a regular rtng with unit •· Kore strongly, �(e) 1a 
a comp lete Fank ring whose lattice of principal right ideals 
satisfies the Azioms r-vr. This 1attice is isomorphic to 
the lattice intePYal ((Olr·• {el,..) . [a II, 146]. 
W!th slight modltications, then. e•uations (1)-(8) 
and (i)-(y) apply to the ring �(e}, •# o. ilao, we may 
norm.�ize the :rank R(exe) tor arbltPar7 exe E !}t(e) to 
obtain a rank tunetion R* such that Rl'(e:xe):: R(exe)/R(e); 
R*, detined tor •11 members of' t}C(e), then satisfies the 
conditions (1)-(8) and (i)•(Y) pr ecisel,-. 
z.J.4.. te .... s Let (1- e)t(1-e) belong to the clo•ur• 
ot the group gen er&ted by the elements o.t class 2 ot �(1-e). 
Then e + (1-e )t(1-e) E �f • 
Proot: It (1-e)t(l-e) == 1-e + (1-a)r-(1-e), 111th 
((l-e)r(1-a))2. = o, then • + (1-e)t(l-e} = 1. + {1-e)r,(1-e) 
EC'J..c�f. 
Jgain if (1-e}t(l-e) is a finite product o.t class 2 
elements in �(l-e}, that is, 
(1-e )t(1-e) = ((1-e) + (1-e )r, (1-e) )( (l·e·) + (1� )r':.l.. (1-e)) • • • , 
then 
et(l-e)t(1-e)::(e+(l-e)t(l-s)r, {l-e))(e+(l-e)+(l-e}r2..(1-e)) ••• 
=(lt{l-e)r1(1-e))(lt(1-e)r�(l-e)) • • •  
Bow let { (1-e )t i. (l-eh i = 1, 2, ••• J be �sequence 
ot finite products ot class 2 elements in 9e(1-e) converging 
to (1-e )t(l-e) in the topolog,- ot rank-distance in -'<, (1-e) 
(using the rank function R* with R*(1-e) =- 1, R*C0)%0). 
we have 
.1�m R (  (e + (1-e)td 1-e ))-(e + (1-e )ti ( 1-e))) 
'-;j�a& 
�lim R ( ( 1-e) t. ( 1-e )- ( 1-e) t . ( 1-e) ) 4../j �00 "' J 
= l�m R(l-e)R*((l-e)t. (1-e}-(1-e)t. (1-e)) 
C.,j�tJO &. J 
:. o. 
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Hence { e + (1-e )tdl•e ) ; i = 1, 2:, • •• } forms a 
converging sequence of finite products or cl.ass 2 element• 
in �. In general, the closure of the group generated by the 
class 2 elements in �(1-e) consists of quantities (1-e)t(l-e) 
such that e + (1-e)t(1-e)e�f • 
2.15. Lel!ID.!• Let a € -!/C , (a)r � (e )r, e2. =- e E � • 
Then (a)r = (t')y- where t = efe and t 1= f • ( N II, LemmaS' 
15.5, 15.7]. 
2.16. LeliiD&. Let e, t be idem.potents in� such that 
R(e) = R(t). Then there exists t E cE such that tet-'::: r 
(:ar, LeiiDJUl 9]. 
&trix Base& 
2.17. LelJIIla. It e,, eR., • • • , e)\. are independent 
idempotents in�, that is, 
·�ej: o, i ;f: j 
:: •;., i = j 
then (e i., ).,..v (•�� l,..v ••• U (ee,.t )_,. -:=: (e c.., + e �a.+ • • • -t- e (� >r 
(.N II, Lemma ):.1) . 
2.18. Lemma: The principal right i deals Al'Lc. 
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(i� 1, 2, ••• , n) are independent if and only if there exist 
n independent id.eapotenta e1, •.a.• • • • , e1\e=1(., aueh that; 
�i.. = C•c. )�'". Also ..-ot.1 v vOl-'2.. v •• • v --ot""' :!! (1},., if and onl7 
it e1 + eo;&.+ • •• + e">'\.:::. l.(B II, Lemaa .3.2']. 
2:.19. Definition. The p'rineipal right ideals�,; 
(1 :::: 1, 2, •• •• n) in tr� form a homogeneous basis if' the:/(]l.i. 
are independent, D(�) is the same tor all i and 
.-11l. v CZ-. v •• • v 4 = (lL.. 
I • 11. 
2.20. Le•a. /()&,;, e R� form a homogeneous basis it 
and onl,- it the re enst si..j 6� (i, j :. 1, 2, ••• , n) such 
that .....v-tc..::::::. (sic..).,..., and the s"i are matrix: unite; that is, 
s,J sl.� :::. sL� i.r j ::. k 
= 0 it j 1= k 
and the •c:'- are idempotent& ot the same rank and 1rl th sum 
one [ :1 II, Lemma ).6]. 
2:.21. I.e!!f• Let e 1 , e2 be indep-endent ide11potenta 
and It(e 1) = K(e<1 ) . 'fhen there: •nat •,z.., s :J.t such that 
e 1 s 12 -= s '2. e 2.. ::::::. •,2. , •2.. •�, = a2.J e 1 -:: s2, , e1 s:l, ::::: 0 = s 12 e, , 
e2. s,z. - 0 :::::. •2, e.2. • 
Proof: In the co��ple te rank ring � ( e 1 + •2.) the 
principal right ideals generated b7 e 1 , •2. tol'Dl a homogeneou.1 
basis; b7 Lemma 2.20 there exist s 11 :e e 11 , s 22. =: e22, 
s l2., s 2./ in -9< (e, -+ e2_) c � such that (e., l,.. = (e, lr-• 
( • 22- l,.. = ( e 4 }.,.. , e � -:::::: e 11 , e � = e � , e 11 e :z..z. = 0 ::::: e z:a.. e 11 • 
e, + e2.:z.::; e , _,.. •�' e., •n .. -= 8,2.. 8:;:�.•:::. 8,"2.. • 82..2.. 821 =- 82J 811 
::: 82.1 ' e II 821 ::=. 0.:.:::: a,:z.. elf I e 1.1.. 1112.. = 0 = S::A.I 82:2. • 
But e 11 + •zz..::: e.,-+- •-z. and e22 •2.. := e.z.imply e11 ·� 
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= e, e2 == 0 and further as e 11 e1 = e1, then e 11 = e1• Similarly 
e:a.'2..::: •2. and the result tollo••• 
CIUPTElt III 
GROUPS IN A COMPLE'm RANK RING 
The Die udonn' Theory [ 1] 
let x:(K) be the multiplicative group of non-singular 
nxn matrices A, B, •• • with elements in a division ring K. 
If Kx is the multiplicative. group of X and C is the commutator 
subgroup of IC\ let 8 be the homomorphism Kx�K"x/C. The 
Dieudonne determinant ��(A) is defined inductively as follows: 
If lt. = (1\), a lXl matrix, write IJ, ().) = 6(A). 
If .&. -= ( f y ) in ·� (lt) has ( , a non-zero element of 
the first column, suppose At is obtained by adding - f;, ( f;., f' 
.(i-th row of A) to the j-th row (all j � i). We define 
L1j.&) = (} ((-l)c.+' ft., ) �?I_,(A) 
where A� is obtained by deleting the first column and i·th 
row fr-om J.i.• 
In tbe ease where X is commutative 0 is a one element 
gro11p' and the Dieudonn' determinant obviously coincides with 
the ordinarr determinant. In the general ease, the Dieudonn6 
original paper [1, 33] 1mp1ies that although the determinanta1 
valwaa will be in the quotient group• x·�'/C rather than in It, 
the coset obtained is independent of the particular non-zero 
element J;,, chosen in the first column and subsequent aimilu· 
I 
alternatives in .&.4 etc. 
The addition of a left multiple of a row of the matrix 
A to another row is, of course, the equivalent ot lett 
multiplying A by a transvection, that is, a matrix ot the 
form I,.,+ u.v where u is a column vector and v a row vee tor 
and vu = o. The subgrou.p B-n. of v.::_(K), generated by the 
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)( 
transvections, is the commutator subgroup C�ot M�(K) except 
for the cases ( i ) n � 2, K. �GF(2) and ( ii ) n c 1. Writing 
B, = C and omitting the exceptional case ( i ) we can obtain 
( 1, Theorem 1] that K'''/c, M:(lt)/CY\, M�(lt)/B""-, (n -:::::1, 2, • • • ) 
are isomorphic. Indeed, with no exceptions, M�(K)/B� is 
isomorphic to Kx/C. 
This suggests that the cosets M:(K)/C� will serve 
just as well tor determinantal values as the cosets in K� 
noting, ot course, that by the definition, we are restricting 
ourselves to non-singular matrices only and can expect 
complete parallelism with the classical theory tor theorems 
involving the multiplication of determinants onl,-. Th.e best 
results obtained [Givens, 5] in weakening the stipulations 
involve the adjunction ot a zero to the coset determinantal 
values, that is, say l1,JX) ;::: 0 E K if X E. )(""'{K) has no 
inverse; we can then show that it X, Y, Z are matrices, 
singular or not, of the sae order and with identical 
elements except in tbe i-th row ( or col�) where they have 
row { or column ) vectors u1, u&, u1 + u.1 respectively, then 
A...,(Z) c tljX) + ,t).ft.(Y) 
where the right hand side ( a union ot cosets ) is the class 
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ot all sums ot an element ot .LlCX) and one ot LlJY). We 
will later use as our deter.minantal value s the eose te in 
K�(K); there will be, under these circumatancee, no re sults 
obtained tor dete rminants which are not purely mul tiplicative. 
Th.e Subgroup� 't 
In the re.maindep· ot this  chapter� deno te s a tixedi 
comple te rank ring , ot char-aeteris tic not 2. 
3.1. Lemma. Lat e be any idempotent ot rank i and 
let a be: non-singular and. otherw:ise; arb1 trary in �. f!hen 
tor ao.me t E': .IJ(, , 
a � e + (1-e)t ( l-e) 
Proot: The existence : ot idempotenta ot rank i is 
assured in continuous rings, that ia, when the range ot R 
ie the unit interval. In the eli a cr-e te ease: the result haa 
no meaning it the order ot the .atrice:a ia odd. 
Bow supp-ose that tb.e principal lett ideal ( ( 1-e )se )1 
::(g1 >.e where g1 := eg,e ,  g� = g1 {Lemma 2.16). By the Peirce 
decomposi tion, a 1a the sum ot the quanti tie s in the 
blocks of 
s,•&, g,a{a-g,} 
ea ( l-e) 
(e-g1 )ag1 (e-g 1 )a(e-g 1) 
(1-.)ag1 {l-.:)s(e-g1) (1-e:)a(l-e) 
J 
where a matrix notation 1s used tor clarity and to ].Ml"'D1 t 
tbe compaPiaon ot later processes with standard matrix ones; 
we will aimpl7 equate aucb a parti t1oned array to the aum ot 
ita ••bars. • have 
g 1 .=. y1 (1-e )se :;;:: y 1 (1•• )seg1 = 71 (1-e )ag1 
tor aome 7 r E � so that . 










tor some a* <: !R since 
and 
s, ag' + <s. -g, ag' )7 • (1-e)ag • -::: g, ag, + gt -s, ag, = s, 
(l-e)a(e-g1) = (1·•)••·(1-e)ag1 -:::: (l-e)aeg1-(l-e)sg1 c 0. 
Moreover, aa (1-• }g 1 = 0 ::= g 1 (1-e) the t ir at f'ac:tor on tha 
le.tt aide ia ot claaa 2 aa ara l-(l-e)ag1 � 1-(e-s, )ag1, 
l-g1a(e-g1) aad 1-g1a*(l-e). Multiplying on the 1e1't by 
(1-(l ... :)ag 1 )( l•(e-s,)ag1 ) and on the right b7 ( ( 1-g1 )a (e-g1 )) 
.(1-g1a*(l-e)) gives 
g, 0 0 
0 (e-g1)s <•-s, > (e-g1 )s, (1-e) 
t,a = =a, 
0 (1-e )a1 (e-g 1) ( 1•e )a, (1-e) 
tor some a, E � and some t1 E Rf by Corolla17 2.10. 
Define g-n+-t , •n.+•, tn.,.1 tor n ::: 1, 2'1 • •• as follow.': 
Let ( (1-•)•� (e•g, - ••• -g"') � ::: (g""..,.' >.e where g!_+,-::::: 
and (e-g1 •• • •  -gn.)g1'l..+l (e-g1- ....  g.,) = s?\..,.1• we have:. 
similarq to the above, the existence or a tn..,., E �t" and 
an 8 . .,\+, E -!fG 8 ueh that tl"\.-tt a 
s, 
• 





(e-g,- •••• g�)�(l-e) 
(1-e )a n+t (1-e) 
= .'1'1-tl • 
Jrow g1 , . ••• , gn are independent idempotent• and so 
i � R'(g I + ••• + gr&-) = R(g') + • •• + R(g.,J 
""' -=J;" R( (1-e >•tn.<•-s, -•• ·-�)) 
so that lim R({l-e)s, (e-g,- •• • -g.) � 0 and in turn &.--+oo • "' 
(.3 .1) Um {1-e )a ; (e-g, - •• • -g. ) = o. L-too • &. 
In addition, 11m R{g + ••• + g ) ""'-,p�oo ""'+l 'YI+p 
:::::lilll R{g ... 1 )+ ••• + R(g ... ) 
..,._,�. ""• " • P 
::::::.0. 
Hence lim (g ;- •• • + g ) :: g, aq, •xists in 9-(. r also by ">1-; oo I ""-
Lemmaa 2.1, 2.2 we have g = ege and g is idempotent. 
In order to prova that 11m t exists in g(. and so .. �- '"-
belong• to R1 we note that 
(.3.2) (1-{1-e )a)'l,g"'-t' )(1-(e-g,-•••• g '" ... ' )s"r\.g-n-r• ) 
• (1 + g (g _,.. -s , a g )r +t (1-e) )t ... a ")11;-1 .. •• �.. l'l. 'Ill+ I 'lt •• 
• (1-g • ... ( e-g, -· • • -g ) )(1-s ...... 1 s! C 1-e)) '���""tl .. '111+1 •• • .,. 
== t"l'l-tl• 
where· •! (;; '!R. and. 1 va-t a ia defined by the con.di tion 
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g'l'\"'"'-::.::. '1'"-t' (l•e)a'n.e. Tb.e last two factor• on the le:tt aide 
of (.3 .2') ••1 • transferred after a aim.ilari tr tr&Dat'ora&tion 
to the lett ot t,s, by Corollary 2.9, giving 
(1 + � (g"'l+l ) )t1\.a = t., .... , 1 
where i (gn-+1 ) ia an ezpreaaion invol.ving no more than 
� -1 = )1 terms, each containing g'JII.+I as a taetor and so 
ot rank f; R(g-n+a). Hence tYI+I -t'll.:: � {g1"l+' )ttl.. and: 
:R(tYI+I -t"' ) .c:.. Rt (g'l'\i>l) � llR(gl'l.+l ), 
R(t -t,,) � .t R{t.,.,.i. •t"�-r� ... 1) lChap:·ter II, (iii)] "'TF ".,1 t 
� l1�, R.(g � ...  ) 
� 0 as n, p� ()(),. 
we conclude that 
11ll(1-g, •••• -g,..)a�(1-g1-••• -g ) = lill(t"YI.a .. (g1 + ••• + g )) 'Y\ 400 ... ..... 11""t..o )\. 
exists in� • It equals (l•g)t(l•g) tor s ome t c � .. 











where R( (e-g)t(e-g) � I and, a1nca the right JHmber baa an 
inven• in� , R( (e-g)t(e-g)) c: R(e-g) and e.o (e-g)t(e-g) 
has an iDYerae in the •ubring � ( e-g). 
BJ' Le111B8. 2.21, i.f (1-e)h(1-e,) = h is an idempotent 
ot Pank equal to R(e-g) , then e-g, h detine t�uantitiea 
x, y E !f( such that 
zh ::: (e-g)X: X 
h;r = y(e-g) = y 
x;r = e-g, yx = h. 
We have that 1 T x, 1 + y E c• since X2.: zh(e-g)lt = O, 
y' = J"(e-g)hy = 0 and s o  (1 ..,.. x) (1•7) (1 + x) 
= (1 + X•J'-XY) (1 1" x) 
: 1. + X + X + X.,_ •J'•JX-XY•X'JX 
= 1 � 2X•7·h-(e•g)-x 
= 1-(e•s)•h + x-7 
belong• to�t. Ku1tip1,-ing the right Maber ot (3.3) b7 












(1-(e-g)-h + X•J)g = S•bg + %1•78 
� g-sb.g-)"(e-g)g 
==8 (g = ege) 
and (1•(•-g)-h+ %-y)(e-g)t(e•g) 
= -h(e•g)t(e-g) + x(e-g)t(e•g)•r(e•g)t(e-g) 
= •r(e-g)t(e-g). 
Since R(-;r(e-g)t(e-g)) = Fr(e-g), then 
(-;r(e•g)t(e-g) l.e -::::: (e-g)-t 
and so e-g = -Q"(e-g)t(e•g) for aome 1: e: !ft. • 
Multiplication of the right member ot (3.4) on tha 












(1-(e-g)a(l•e)) (-y(e-g)t (e-g)) 
:-J(e-g)t(e.g) + (e-g)z(l-e)y(e-g)t(e-g) 
= -y(e-g)t(e•g) + zy(e-g)t(e-g) 
�-r<e-g)t(e-g) T e-g. 
Multiplication on the lett by 1 + (1-e)y(e•g)t(e-g) and on 
the right b7 l-(e-g)t�(1-e), both ot clas s Z, gives, tor 







0 (1-e )t' (1-e) 
In other 110rda 
• � g + e•g + (l-e )t' (l-e) = e + {l-e:)t" (l-e). 
).2:'. J:tml!a• In a continuous ring � , let ea.:::; e, 
R(e) .e:: l and a be non-singula:r.. Then, tor some t E- � , 
• st e + (1-e)t(l-e). 
Proof: It R(e) � l, a similar proof to that ot 
Leaaa 3.1 yields the result. 
We mtQ" suppose then, that. 
tor p > l. 
1H : 1> -i :� z-w � R(e)<.. ...:- 2 ..,.. J - {;;-; 
l.et -, = ee 1 e be an idempotent of rank i. Then, by 
Lemma 3.1 
t1a = e1 + (1-e,)a, (l-e1) 
for some t1 € �t and s1 e 9i,. It p -,. 2. we let 
e2 = (e-e, )e2.(e•e1) be an idempotent ot rank i;: then e� 
has normalized rank i in the continuous ring �(1-e1) and 
(1-e, )a1 (1-e,) is non-singular in this ring. Hence there 
e.xista tz in the gl'"Oup .R1 ot �(1-e,) such that 
t.2.(1-e1 )s, (1-e,) = e� -t- (1-e1-e2)s:-...C1·e1-e2) 
where •2. E � {1-e, )c � • Then 
(e, + t:�. He, + (1-e, )s1 (1-e 1 ) ) = e1 ;- e.2. ;- ( 1-e, -e2.. )112. (1 ... 1 -e2.h 
moreover, •, + t._ e �t by Lell111& 2.14. 
Proceeding in a similar fashion we have eventually 
tor some ·�-' and independent idempotenta e'- -= ee� • 
(i =: 1, 2, •• • , p-1) with R(ei.) = 2-" 
- • .  ·-·fl-1 ) • 
.Application ot the tirst atate:aaent ot the pl.'oot to the 
idemp-otent e-e, -ez. • •• -ei'_, in the subring "(1-e1 -•.a -• .• -e,_1) 
give• 
t, (1-e, -e2.·· •• -e�>-• )a p-• (l-e1-e'1. -...... e ,._, ) 
= e-e1 -ez.-· •• -ep_, ;- (1-e )a,..,(1-e) 
11b.ere t p 6 9t (1-e, -•.a. -· ...... ,_, ) , e 1 + •2.. ..,... ••• -r e,._, + tJ:> E �1 
and a f E. -9<, • 
ffultip·1r1ng the right side ot (3.5) b;r e 1 + e,. + ••• 
+ •t-' + tp give• 
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s� e 1 -t •z.. + ••• -t ap-• + tf (1-e, -e.a. -••• -e,._1)sJG_,(l•e, -•:�.. •••• -er_') 
=•, + e2. + ••• 1" e;-1 + •-e, -e2. -••• -ep_, +(1-e,)sp (1-e) 
=e + (l•e)sr(l-e). 
,l.3. 'fheorea (AmemiJa), In a continuous ring �7= r! • 
Proof: Let�, t�, • • • be idempotents rueh that 
R ( t i. ) = 2-'" tmd t i.+& = t c. t c..,., t i.. ( i ::::' 1, Z,. ••• ) • Write 
•c: = 1-t, • By Lemma 3.Z, it 1 e ([ , there exist tc: E �t and 
uc: E. '!R (i � 1, 2 • ••• ) such that 
tc.s � ei + (1-e,)u�(l·•�>· 
Then R(t'-+.i •t,:) '::; R( (tL+j -ti )s) � R(e�j ••c:.)-+ R( (1-e,:+J )u,c:.,.; 
,(1-e- . )) + R((l-e· )u·(l-e· )) '"+J c. c. (,. 
� 0 as 1, J _,. oo • 
He.nce .lim tc. exists, (lim t, )a'=' 1 and s = (lim t. )-1 E _Rt , " --\ DO j. � oZJ -p;: DO " 
3,4. Detini tion. We denote by � the closure ot the 
commutator subgroup of � • 
3 .• .5. Theorem. In a. continuous ring � =.ftt. 
Proof:; By Lemma 2.13 the arbitra17 t E C� satiiJties 
t: z. = utu-• tor some u E � ,. that is, 
CJ.o> 
Theretore R7c It • 
t ::::: utu _, t _, • 
By Lemma ),1, it a,, •2. E � and e is an idempotent 
such that R(a:) == t, then a,= b,d1.- •2. = b:a..dz where� b1, b2 E._Rt 
and 
d 1 = e + (1..-e)d, (1-e) 
dL = e + (l-e)d2. (1-e ) , 
, _ ,  The commutator a, a.2.a;' a:;' has the form bd, d.z.d� d 1  nth 
b t �t by Corollary 2. 10 . It i s  sm-t1e1ent to show that 
d1 d:z. d �' d;' E. .ttf and n need only show that d, � := �J• >d.ad, tf2' 
where 'd') , 'tf.:z..> E � 1- • W'r1 te, ( 1-e }d 1 ( 1-e } = A , ( 1-e ) d z ( 1-e }:= f' • 
How e ,  1-e define a matr-ix basis s,1 w1 th s 11 = e , 
s.n = 1-e ,  s,:z. � es12• = s , z ( 1-e } ,  s2, ::. (l-e ) s21 = s.2.1 e by 
LeliDla 2 .. 21. Then 
( 1  + s,2 } ( 1-s;z., } ( 1 + s,2- ) = (l  + s12 -s.2 ,  -e: ) ( l  -t- s,;a. ) 
= 1 + s , ';l.  + a,,_ •821 - (1-e }-e-•,.2. 
= s,2.. •S;u 
and (a,2 -s 2. l  t = C • ,a. •s 11 ) ( s,.z. ••a1 } = -e�- ( 1-e )  = ·1 
both belong to .R.,. . 
\ _, , u.- 1 llot1 oing that i\. , p. have inverses "' r , say, 
respe ctively,  in " ( 1-e ) we obtain 
d , d..z. � ( 1 -+ · · ·� A..-'  (l-e ) )  
e 
0 




= [ • 
= [  0 
Multiplying the last quanti t7 on the le:t't by -( a 14 -• 2.1 ) 
give s 
l- •, .,. A.o a.�, 
d d � ... I Z. 
; ]  
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,-J= [ 8 ,� A.0 • :a., o J }A- ( •,:z. -s : u  ) ( Co:rollaJ.7 2'. 10 )  
0 
•f- • .11 
• 
This baa a torm similar· to that o:t' (3 . 7 )  but with A -� 
interchanged.  A.8 the re lation � i 8  an equivalence re lat i on, 
the s teps leading to (l. 7 )  can be :reve!J!"'red to replace the 
laat •uantity b7 
);.6. The orem . In • continuous · ring R ;:::; ([ • 
Proot : The orems J.J, ) . ,5 .  
). 7 .  Remark. When :!JZ i s  a matrix ring over a divi sion 
ring (di s cre:te ring ) , .R:.. , .Je7 are re spe c tively the commutat·or 
s ubgroup and \he group generated; by the element• ot c lass 2 ,  
tor i n  the di s cre te casa a sequence convergent i n  the 
rank-di s tance me tric i s  cons tant at' ter a 1'1n1 te numbe r of 
terms . ProYided the order of the matrice s exceeds two ,  as 
we as s ume ,. (3.6) holds [Ehrlich, 2 ,  Theorem 2.12) , and again 
�7c Je ;: al ao � 7 contai ns the group gene rated by the 
tranave c ti ona , that ! a ., by the matrice s ot the torm I'l'L + uv 
where u is a column vec tor , Y a row ve ctor and vu = o .  
Moreove r ,  wi th the excep tions mentione d bef ore , the group 
generated by the tranave c tiona equals the commutator group .  
W1 th o ur  excep tions , then., Theorem 3 .� holds tor d i s cre te 
ring s .  
However ,  Theorem 3 . 6 doe s no t hold i n  a discre te 
ring; the tac t  that i t  doe s hold tor c on tinuous rings 
prevents us from ob taining non- trivial de terminantal value •• 
as coseta ot rf modulo fe ,  tor members ot <f • 
'lhe identific ation ot � and ff.1 tor discrete ring• 
has appuently been UDDo ti ced preYi ously .  Us ing 1 t ,  • are 
able to obtain generalisations of some well known results 
in determinants; the restric tions on characteris tic and order 
applJ and the determinants are Dieudonne determinants, 
reducing to ordinary determinants if the relevant division 
ring is cOllllllutative' .  We note again that the following 
Sections ). 8-3 . 13 apply non-trivially only when ll denotes 
the Dieudonne determinant of a non-singu.lar sq.u.are: matrix 
over a division ring • 
.J;. B .  'lheorea. Le t  c be non-singular and .. any 
idempotent in 91, • Then 
Ll ( l-e + eo-• e) A (c )  = � (e + (1•e ) c (l-e ) ) .  
Proof: i1 (1-e: + ee-• e )  A (c ) 
= .6. { ( 1  + ee-• (1-e) ) (1-e + ec _, e >} A (c ) 
:::; 11 \1-e + ec - 'e  + eo - •  (1-e )} l1 ( o )  
= L\i{ l-e )o + ec-' c } 
=A {C l-e )c + e} 
=�l< l- (1-e ) ce ) (  (1-.e ) ce + (1-e ) c  ( 1-e ) + e )} 
"""tl(C l-e )ce + ( 1-e )c (l-e ) + e-(1-e )ee } 
=A{e + ( 1-e ) e  ( 1-e )) • 
3.9.  Theorem, ( The Lap·lace deve1opment ;  compara 
Dieudonne 1, 37}.  Let  e'l. = e,  x e � • It R(exe,) = R (e ) ,  
then � (:1! )  = � (exe + (1-e ) ) A (e + (l•e )x(l-e )-(1-e )xe.eJe 
.ex(l•e.) ) where eye is the inverse of exa in 5G (e ) .  
Proof :· t1 ( x) = 6 { ( 1- ( 1-e )x•.eJe )xJ 
==� ( exe -t e:& ( 1-e: ) -t ( 1-e )xe + ( 1-a )r( 1-e )• ( l-e )xe. eJe . e.u 
-( 1-e }xe . e.)'a . ex( l-e) )  
=L H axe + ex( 1-e ) + ( l-e)x.( 1-e. )-( :t-e )xe. eJa ,as( 1-e ) )  
= LlHexe + ex( l-.) + ( 1-e )x( 1-e)-{ 1-e )xe.eye . es-( 1-e. ) )  
• ( 1-e;re .ex:( 1-e )') 
=L'l{ e:n + ex( 1-e ) + ( 1-a )x( 1.,. )- { 1-e)xe . eye .ex(1-e }' 
-exe . eye . ax( 1-e ) )  
=A ( exe + ( 1 .. )x{ 1-e )-( 1•a )se . eye . ex( 1-e ) )  
=A( exe + ( 1-e ) )  A {e + (1-e )x { 1-e )-(l-e)xe:. aJe,u:( 1- ) ) . 
). 10.  Theorem {Cruter1s Kula ), Let a:z: = b be 
sati sfied by a. b• x e 1t . Then A (be + a( l•e ) )  
= A  { a) Ll ( eze + ( 1-e ) )  tor an,- idempotent e E .:9e  • 
Proof : • = b implie s axe = be and so 
� (be + a( 1·• ) ) -:::; 6 { axe + a(1-e ) )  
= 6 ( a) A ( xe + {1-e ) )  
.l5 
::: � { a) b. [  (exa + ( 1-e )xe + (1-e ) ) ( 1-( 1-e}xe > } 
-::: � ( a)  L1 (axe + ( 1-e ) ) . 
3. 11 . Be•ark. The tact that 'l'b.eo:ra11 3. 8 includes 
Craae!!''a llule can be seen aa .fo1lo ... 
The matrix &fluat 1 on a :::; b w1 th .& ::::::: (a i.j ) , an nx n 
ma.trix and x :::. { :x, ,. • • •  , :x_.J , b == { b1 , • • • ,. b"'} , the: 
coapoaentt being in a diYision ring It, can be exp.res sed 
(x, Xi) (b1 b,) 




• • • 
: 
:x.,.,. x"' b"' b,. 
mere e ach ve ctor is replaced by a ring e lement wi th identi-
cal columns . 
Taking e � diag ( o , o  • ••• , l , • • • ) wi th 1 in the i-th 
P'lace, The orem 3. 8 give a 
( a, ll : . . .  
•,"" 
b, &i.+t l ' • • 
• • • • • ) "' �(&l A (diag ( l ,  • • •  , x ,  , 1 , ••• l} 
• 
It C is the commutator subgroup of Kx , the isomorphism ot 
M� (K)/C""' and Kx/C implies the pre ceding equation holds when 
we inte�re t  l:l as the Die udonn' de terminant (K non-comm.uta• 
tiYe ) or as the ordinary de terminant (K commutativa) . 
3. 12'. Remark . The matrix equation yA = b 1rl th 
A � ( a ,.i ) , an n.xn matrir, and y = (y1 , • • • , y"' ) , 
b ::  ( b , , • • • , bn.) and subsequent tre atment by the Die udonn' 
de terminant to give a generalization of Cramer ' s Rule can 
be further generalized in a simi lar fashion to �eorem 3.10. 
we have 
3.13 . Theorem. Le t  ya = b be satisfied by a, b, y 
in the comple te rank ring � • Then 
6 (eb + ( l-e )a) = � (a) 6( eye + (1-e ) ) .  
Proof : ya = b implie s  e7a :::: eb and 
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Ll (eb + ( 1-e,)a) ::::: ACe,- + (1-e) )� (a)  
= �(a) L.\(e,-e + ey(1•e ) -t (1-e ) )  
= Ll(a)D{Cl-ey(l•e ) ) {eye + ey(1-e ) + ( 1-e )} 
= ,D(a)�(e,-e -t- (1-e ) ) .  
�.APTER IV 
THE ORE DE'lERMINA.NT 
The early paragraphs or thi s chap ter cons i s t  or a 
repbraa ing or the Ore theory of de terminants ,. originally 
d i s c us sed in relation to the solution of s imultane ous 
equati ons . A1tbough the language of Yec tor space s could 
no doub t be introduced , the re appe ars no dire:c t advan tage. 
in doing s o  and , as we shall see , the the ory 'ends more: 
to•ard the ring the ore tic viewpoint of matrix algebra 
rather than the ve ctor apace interpre tation s .  
4.1. Defini tion. An integral domain S i s  s aid to 
have the common right multiple property if , for any t•o 
non-ae ro eleaenta a, b E S ,. there e� s t  m f 0,  n 4 0 in S 
s uch that an � bm .  
Among the rings s ati sfying Defini tion 4.1 are the 
divi a i on ringa . More over, a ring wi th the c ommon right 
mul tiple proper t y  can be imbedded in a right quo tient 
( divi s ion ) ring cons i s ting of all formal quanti tie s ab -1 , 
b ¢ 0  in S ,  with the identification of ab-1 • a, b; ' if and 
only if bm 1 = b1 m implie s am 1 -e: a1 n .  In add! tion,. i f  the 
fo�al quantitie s ab -1 wi th a, b # 0 be longing to an 
integral domain S form a division ring ,. then S haa the 
colllllon right multip le proper t7 . However, this doe s not 
pre clude an integral domain wi thout the common ( right ) 
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multip1e property be ing a subring of a diTi s ion ring 
(Ri tt, 8] , al though there do exis t  non-commutatiTe integral 
domains that cannot be imbedded in diTision rings . 
4.2. Defini tion, Let A =  (a  . . ) be a 2x 2 matrix wi th '-j 
e lements in an integral domain S wi th the common multiple 
property. 1.b.en suppose .42.%. , A.:z. l are such that 
and 
a A. + ,.., .l� 
A u f o ,  
.l2l.. # o, 
A.2z ::=: o ,  
A zz == o, 
au A ,_, :::: 0 
A '"' f= 0 when 
1. 2, = 0 when 
A. 21 -=1= 0 when 
A '2/ = 0 when 
a u f 
a ,.., = 
a 21 "'1-





& z:z. r 0 
a 'XJ. i 0 
a :z., = 0 
a :z.'- = o. 
\fe define the right-hand de terminant f A  II of A to be 
<4.1 ) 
By a different choice of .&.n , .&. 2.1 we obtain different 
determinants ; introducing the quotient diTision ring K, the 
different expre s s ions C4.1 )  can each be obtained from a 
giTen one by right-hand mu1tiplicat1on by an element k +  0 
in K. A right-hand de terminant i s  therefore e i ther zero or 
non-zero in K; the de terminant,  in other •ords ,  maps the 
matH% ring into the right ideals (0 )-t- ,  ( 1 ),... in K. 
and 
1• 3 "-fi i i s A ,  I h th t '+ •  • uv n t on, uppose ::z.� , A,,. are sue a 
A;z + o, A. :2. t  0 when a ,� f: 0,  a .u f 0 
A :_l. -/= 0, A �� ;:: 0 when a ,z. = 0, a u f 0 
A 1 0 A '  ...J- 0 -'"'  ..J. 0 0 .l.2. =. 1 /2. 1 wuen & IZ ..,.. 1 a �� ::= 
I I A 22. = 0,  &.13• = 0 when a ,z. = 0, a "2 == o • 
., define the lett-hand de terminant II A I or A to be� 
A:_. a 11 + A11;1 a).,  • 
Again, a lett-hand determinant is either zero or 
non-zero in K; the determinant maps the matri� ring into 
the lett ide als ( 0� , ( 1 )1 in K. 
For the general. nxn matrix A = (a . .  ) , with elements 'J 
�0 
in K and n } 1,  we can define the right-hand and left-hand 
de terminants similarly as follows . 
4.4 . Definition. Write e c:  = diag ( O , o, • • •  , l , o, • • •  ) 
-r 
wi th 1 in the i- th placa. In the ease where ( (1-e , )A � 
has normali zed dimension :._ , let {A., , J\2. , • • •  , A.,..J be a 
non-zero veetor occurring as a column of a matrix of 
..,. 
( ( 1-e 1 )A� • The Ore right-hand determinant/ A ll !a defined aa 
a 11 .& • + a 12 .A..l. + • • • + a '1'l A"' • + 
It D (  (1-e , )A).e > -J.. , we define /A IJ = o. 
4.5. Detini t1on. It (A (l-e , ) >! has dimension { , 
let (A� , A�, • • • , A: ) be a non-zero vector occurring in a 
.e row of a. matrix of (A.(l-e , ) ).,.. • The Ore lett-hand de termin-
ant I I .A.I is defined as 
I I l A, a , + A2.. a 2.1 + • • •  + � a )'\, • 
If D(A(l-e 1 ) ); > � , we define /l A. /  = o .  
lt!l 
In the nxn caae also, the �ight-hand and left-hand 
de terminants are either sero or non-zero. Any different 
possible choice ot the A., , A.z., • • •  , (A;, A� ,  • • • ) will produce 
a right- ( lett- ) hand de terminant which is a �ight ( lett ) 
multiple ot a given one by some non-zero element in K. 
The p�rincipal. re sult  of Ore is to the e.:ttect that 
a matrix is non-singular it and only it i ta �igbt or ita 
let t  determinant is non-·zero .  We will generalize this re sult 
in what follows ; the result is s tated and proved by non­
induc tive me thods tor more general cases , including that when 
the ring elements are drawn from a comple te rank ring . 
4.6. Lemma. Le t a be non- singular in a eomple te 
rank ring � and let e E s.R. , e-z. = e ,  R ( e ) > 0 . + If' ( ( 1-e )•)e 
= ( g ).,.. , then ag = eag f o. 
Proof : We have ( l•e ) ag = 0 whence ag ;::::; e ag or 
-(-
g = a _, eag. That is ,  eag = 0 implies g ::: 0 or ( ( 1-e ) a )� 
= (O ).,. . Hence R ( (l-e )a) == R (l-e ) = 1, a contradiction.  
4.7.  qorollarr• Let A be a non-singular nxn matrix 
over a division ring K. Tben iA II + O• 
Proo:f" : Put e = e, • Then ( g ) y- consi s ts of all matrices 
whose columns right annihil.ate the laat n-1 rows of A and g 
is ot rank -k • BJ the Lemma the row vector e:, 'A:g is  not U PO  
and any non-zero element in e 1 Ag is a value ot i A II, by 
Defini tion 3.4. 
4. 8. Lemma. In a discre te r·ing ;9:{. (matJ>ices of ordeP n )  
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le t e :z. = e ,  ( g ),.. :::: ( ( 1-e )a ); , g � ::: g, R (g)  = R(e) :: -{  and: 
ag = e ag :f: 0. '!ben a is  non-singular. 
Proof : BJ Lemma 2. 16 there e:xis ta t E. rf s uch that 
g = tet-' . Then l•g = t ( l-e ) t-1 • Also ( 1-e )ag = 0 and hence 
( 1-e ) ate = o. That is,  
at = e ate + eat ( 1-e ) + ( 1-e ) at ( l-e: )  
by the Peirce decomposi tion. 
Since eag "4: 0 and R ( e ) =  i , 
R(eate:) = R(eatet-1 ) = R(eag ) = '*'. • 
Let e ae be the inverse of e ate in � ( e ) .  No ting that l-ese 
. eat ( l-e ) 1s of clas s  z and so has an inverse in � ,  we hava 
that 
R ( a )  = R( at ( l-eae . eat ( l-e ) ) 
= R (eate + eat (l-e ) + ( 1-e )at ( l-e )-eat (l-e ) )  
= R (e ate + ( 1-e ) at ( l-e ) ) . 
The res u.l t t ollows if 'R ( ( 1-e ) at ( l•e ) ) = 1- 'k,. To show 
this we note that 
.e .,..,e ( l•g ).t = (g ).,. =  ( ( l•e )a� = ( ( 1-e ) a� 
and so (l•e )a(l-g ) : ( 1-e ) a. But thi s shows that ( 1-e )at 
I . . . 
• ( 1-e )t- = (l•e ) a  or ( 1-e ) at ( l-e ) = ( 1-e ) at.  Bence 
R( ( l•e ) at ( l-e ) )  = R( ( l•e ) at )  = R(  ( 1-e ) a )  • 1-� . 
We remove the requirement that the generator g of 
.,.. 
( ( 1-e ) a )e be idempotent 1n the next Corollary. 
4. 9. q,orollm. In a discrete ring -!f(. let e"2. = e , 
+ (p).,. = ( ( 1-e )a),� ,  R(p )  = R(e ) = {_ , ap> = eap j 0. '!ben 
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a i s  non- singular . 
Proof' : Le t  ( g )?- = (p)"t" where g -:l :::: g .  'lben P.' ;;:: gu 
tor some u E. �  • The eondi tion e ap i: 0 imp lie s  e agu + 0, 
hence e ag f= o .  ihe LeDDII.a can now be appli e d .  
4.10. Le11111a. Le t  e be an idempotent i n  the di s cre te 
ring � w1 th R ( e ) -=  .;_, • If D( {1-e )a); > .h_ , then a i s  
s ingular. 
Proof : D (  ( 1-e )a� > � illlplle s R (  ( 1-e )a )  <:: 1- :, and 
it a i s  non- s ingular, then R ( ( l-e ) a )  :::: R ( l-e ) -== 1-'*. , a 
c ontradi c tion .  
4.11 . Corollarz1 Le t  A = (a t..j ) be an nxn matrix over 
a divi sion ring K and I A ll ::J: o. Then A i s  non-s ingular . 
Proof : If iA U f O, in the terminology of Defini tion 
4.4 we have that ( ( 1-e , )A); has dimens i on � and the 
c ondi tions or Lemma 4. 10 do no t apply. 
AI 0 f lA. II :.: a 11 A ,  + a ,2. Al.. + • • •  -t- a I ?I. A" where 
{.A , ,  J..:z. , • • • , Al'l.} i s  a non-zero ve c tor occurring in a column 
T + 
of a matrix of' ( ( 1-e 1 )A)t , then e 1 .Ag + 0 if' ( g ).,. = ( ( 1-e , )Ale • 
The rank of' e 1 Ag i s  � • By Corollary 4.9, A i s  non- s ingular . 
4.12.  'lheorem1 In a comple te rank ring ':JC le t e i= 0 
...,.. 
be idemp o tent and ( g ).,. e ( ( l•e ) a ).c • 
( i )  It R ( g )  ::l R ( e ) == R ( eag ) ,  then a i s  non- singular. 
( ii )  It R ( g }  = R ( e ) > R ( e ag ) , then a i s  s ingular . 
( ii i )  It R ( g )  > R(e ) ,  then a i s  s ingular . 
Proof : 1re adapt the proofs ot Lemmas 4.8,  4.10 to 
thi s more general si tuation. 
( i ) .  ( ii ) .  Suppose tirst that g is idempotent . Let 
t E r:f have the property that g == te t-' • we hava again 
( 1-e ) a ( 1•g ) -s: (1-a}& 
(1-e )at ( l-e )  = (1-e:}a.t. 
Henc• R ( ( l-e )at ( 1-e )  = R( ( 1-e)at ) = R ( ( 1•e )a ) .  But , by the 
detinit.ion of g, R( ( l-e ) a ) ::: R ( 1•g ) = 1-R(g ) and so bJ the 
asstmlption R(g)  � R(e ) .,  , 
R ( ( l-e )at (l-e ) )  = 1-R ( e ) = R ( l-e }. 
Let ( 1-e )v ( 1-e )  be the inverse: ot ( 1-e ) at ( 1-e-) in 
1C (1 ... ) .  The quanti ty l-e at ( l-e ) . (l•e )v ( 1-e: ) is of cl.•s• Z, 
i s  thus non-s ingulal!' an4 
( 1-eat ( 1•e ) . ( l-e )v ( 1-e ) ) at 
= ( l-eat ( l-c ) . ( l-e ) v ( 1.,. ) ) ( eate+ eat ( l•a) + ( 1-e:)at ( l-e ) )  
:::: eate + ( 1-e ) at ( 1•e ) .  
we conclude that 
R(a)  = R(at ) = R(e ate ) + 1-R(e ) = R ( eag ) + 1-R(e ) .  
It g i s  not idempotent, let (g )-t' = ( h4 whe:re h;a., = h. 
!hen g = bg, h == gw for some w E � • Hence 
R ( eah) � R ( e abg )  =- R(e ag )  � R(eagwr) = R(eah ) ,  
or R ( eag ) = R(eah) . Because of tha first portion ot the 
proot 
R( a )  = R(eah) + 1-R( e )  
and the result then follows. 
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( iii ) .  R (g)  > R ( e ) implieS' R((l-e )a) <:. 1-R ( e h if' a 
is  non-e ingular, then R( (1-e)a.) -= R( l-e )  = 1-R(e ) ,  a 
contradiction. 
4. 13 .  <torollarz. Let a be an arbitraPy member or a 
comple te: rank rtng :R , e =f 0 an idempotent in � and ( g >-t.  
= ( ( 1-e )a' . Then a ne ce s sary and sufficient condi tion that 
a be non-singular is that 
R ( e ) = R(g ) -:: R ( eag ) .  
There are� anal.oguea of' the result• 4.6-4.16 corre sponding to 
the Ore lett-hand de terminant • .  The principal re s ult• are 
4 . 14.  �eorem. The nxn matrix A wi th elements in 
a division ring is  non-singular it and only if II AI + o .  
4. 1$. Cor-ollarz. II A J -+  0 it and only it I A IJ I o .  
I IAl -== 0 if' and only if'  JA I\ � o .  
4. 16. Theorem. In a complete r ank  ring � let e of: 0 
.t be idempotent and (h).e == ( a ( l-• ) )+ .  
( i )  If R (h) = R ( e ) = R(hae ) ,  then a i s  non-singular. 
( i i )  It R (h) = R ( e ) > R(hae ) ,  then a is  singular. 
( iii ) It R (h) > R(e ) ,  then a is singlllar. 
Lemma 4.8,  Corollary 4.9 and the corresponding res u1ts 
tor lett-hand de terminants show that the particular n-1 ro .. · 
in the case: of the right-hand de terminant and n-1 columns in 
the cast of the left-hand de terminant chosen to de termine a 
vector to mul tipl.y into the remaining row or col.umn in order 
to obtain i AII , I! A i is immaterial .  More over, the matrices 
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effecting elementarr operations are non- s ingulaP; hence we 
can interchange row• or columns ot a given square matrix A, 
lett multipl7 a row or right multipl7 a column or A b7 a 
non•sero quantit7 or K and add. a. let t multip le or one row or 
A to another etc . and. obtain a new matrix whose righ t-hand. 
and lett-hand determinants are zero or non-zero according to 
the value witb A. 
Wi th a certain qualifi cation, alao, the Ore detePmin­
ants have the propert7 ot splitting a row or column. we 
have the trivial 
4. 17. Corollary. In a comple te rank ring, it 
a = e a 1 _,. ea ;2. + (1-e )a and (g ).,.. == ( (1•e )a );, then eag = ea , g 
+ ea .. g .  In parti cul&.r', it A = ( a  . .  ) , with a 1 i. = a �') + a�•l � � ' � 
( (.1) (.z � ,.,. t i j 1 2 ) ai.j , a i. , a , € "'" or , = , · , • • •  , n and the same 
non-zero { .A. 1 , A.z., . . ..  , J.,..j ,  a c olum:n in a matrix ot ((1-e, )A� 
ia used in all determinanta , then l A II i s  the sum or the 
right-hand determinants of 
(I)  av, .�) a (2.1 a ,  2 • • • I 2. • • • 
&�I • • • • • .u • • • • 
• , • • 
• • 
• • 
4.1.3.  Among the basi c re s ul t s  of c las s i cal lineav 
algebra which have so tar had no extension to the case. or 
�1 
matrice s ove r an �bitrary div is ion ring is the Cayley­
Hamilton Theorem. This s tate s that the mat�ix equation 
IA I""·A I I'tl.o =  0 is  satisfied by the nx n matrix A ,  whe re the 
elements of A belong to a commutative field . We will be able 
to obtain fragmentary results in the dire ction of a p ossible 
extens ion. The de terminant used wi ll be the Ore de terminant , 
and the re s ul ts will be , in the main, purely formal , princi­
pally- be cause there are apparently few known propertie s of 
the "polynomial" ring involved .  
Let K [ ..\] be the ring ( wi th uni ty 1 E K) generated by 
the division ring K and the symbol � . No law for the 
commutation or A with the quan ti tie s  of K is assumed, except 
that �  may be taken to commute wi th the quanti ties in the 
cen ter of K. 
Let A "' (: :, J wi th a Oj E K. 'lb.en 
\ (i\.-a,, 
" I-A. = 
-a 21 
--a ,.t ) • The various Ore de terminants of 
A -au 
Jl i-A include in the eases 
( 1 )  a,.z f O ,  az, :f 0 
<4.2 )  ( A.  -a ,, ) a�: ( A. -al.z )-a ,.:a. 
<4. 3:) ( A  -a.t.z )a;./. ( i\. -a11 )-a z., • 
The expression <4. 2)  is  obtained as a formal right-hand 
de terminant as 
-& • a _ ,  ( i\ -a ) -t ( A •a ) • 1. = 0 2/ 21 2 2  ::t;s 
and as a lef t-hand de terminant as 
1. ( A  -· II ) + ( A  ... II )a�: c-a..u ) ::::: o. 
The expre s s ion (4.1) is obtained as a right-hand de te rminant 
by inte rchanging the role s of the rows and as a lef t-hand 
de terminant by interchanging the role s ot the columns . 
Moreover, bo th (4. 2 )  and <4. 3 )  when equated to zero 
form matrix equat ions 
(4.5)  (A  •a :u,I)a.� ( /\ -a 1 1  I )-a..w I ::: 0 
wh.i oh are s a.t i st ied by � = A. For 
(A•& 11 I )a  ;,' (A-a j;2.I )-a 1.1. I 
= 
\ .:. 
a 1� ) ( a�; ( a .,  -a,. ) 













� 0 - a ,� 
and ( A-a az i ) a ,"i' (.._a 11 I )-a."" I 
"' ( a , •a ., ·0� ) ( 0 1 -I _ , ( a :z, •,z. a l.l a. 12. •u -a" 
::: o . 
{ ·�· 
) ) - (a�, 
We are jus t i f ied then,. i t  s e ems , in calling <4.2 ) ,  
(4.3)  the char·aete:r:i s ti c  functions ot .&., particularly aa 
.�J 
.:, ) 
<4.4.> • <4 • .5) bacom• , when K i s  commutatiYe and A. i s  as s umed 
to coiiUllute wi th the members of K, the matrix vers ion or the , 
ordinary charac teri s ti c  equation .  
( i i ) • ,� =- o ,  · �, + o .  
( i\. -a ,, ) a�: ( A  ••.u. ) . 
Thi s expre s s i on i s  again a formal right-hand: and left-hand 
de te rminan t . The matrix e quation 
( ;\, •a 11 I )a ;,' ( A-a :u. I ) == 0 
is s atisfied bJ i\. = A for 
{ .:. 
0 ) ( a�; {a 11 •a.z.e ) 
• n -• u 
1 
( iii ) a1z f O, al1 = O .  
( A -a :a< ) a ;� { i\ -a u ) • 
: 
) 
= o .  
Thi a is a f ormal right-hand and le f t-hand de terminant and 
the matrix equation 
( A  -a ,�z i )a ;;/  ( A.  •a 11 I )  = 0 
i s  satisfied by A = A. 
( iY )  • IZ. ;:::::; o .  & 21 ::: o .  
In thi s case , 
( 1\. -a " ) (  i\ -• .u ) 
( A -· .u ) (  tl -· II ) • 
( A. •a 11 I ) ( it -a .l2. I ) = 0 
L \  •au I ) (A. •a 11 I )  ::: 0 
are s ati sfied b7 i\. = A. 
So 
In all eases.  equations in � are obtainable tram 
det (  A. I•J..) = O, which in the coDIDlutative case are identical 
1rl th the charac teris tic equations . Also,  obviousl7, the: 
elements ot J.. need not have: originall7 been drawn from a 
division ring; the following re s ult holds under the weaker 
condi tion that K can be imbedded in a divieion ring . 
4.19. Tb.eorem, Le t A be a 2x2 matrix w1 th elements 
in a divis ion ring K. Then there exi sts· a formal Ore de ter­
minant of ,\. I·A in K [>.] such that A s atieties the matrix 
equation obtained b7 equating the de terminant to zero ( and 
replacement ot s c alar quantitie s b7 corre sponding scalar 
matrices ) .  
4.20. The proeed.ure s of the previous sec tions do 
no t go qui te so emoo thl7 for general 3X3 matrices A. For 
example , to find in this si tuation a column vec tor which 
annihilate s under matrix ( right ) multiplication two rows 
ot A. I-A we mus t,  1 t seems , use formal inverse s  ot the 
quanti tie s of K [ :A] • We will examine ettec tivel7 all cases .  
however,  and will find posi tive resul ts in almos t  all.  As 
the Ore de terminant doe s no t depend e s sentiall7 on whe ther 
we examine the right• or lett-hand de terminant and , as i t  
is of ten ilDII.aterial what two rows ( columns ) of A. I•A we f ind 
an annihilating column ( row) ve c tor tor, we can reduce the 
number or particular matrice s to be examined. 
4.21 .  In this paragraph we will use formal invers e s  
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ot quantitie s in Jt [i\.] and no at tempt i s  made to justify thia 
pPOcedure: rlgorouslr. It is apparentlJ a problem ot s ome 
dl.t'ticulty to de termine in what mttuu.re K [ A.1 c an  be imbe dd'ac1l  
in a diviaion ring . Be cause ot the unique importance or the 
Cayley-Hamilton Theorem in clas s ical line ar algeb� due to 
i ts ini tiation ot the deep.er re sults of that theory .. the. 
author tee l.s that the pre sent extens ions , although fragmentary ,  
are not wi thout value . 
Le t  .l � ( a i.j ) be a 3.X3 matrix wi th e lements in a 
divi s i on ring K, and. s uppo s e  that a:a.3 =j: 0 ,  a3z -:f: o. We will 
show by computation tha t the aatrix product 
1 
B"--•.J,>&�<-1-•u.>·•.Jzr• l<A.-�,>·;�.u + •3,] 
���2.> ·;�(.\·•.u )-�3r' lcA.-A)i.)'\��31 + a;a,] 
1o ( :) • An Ore de terminan t of A I•& h then 
<4. 7 ) A •a, -a,2 [Ci\. -•s3 )a�� ( A.  ••z.z. >·•az.T'� � •&33 )a�� •.:u + a3,] 
-•,� [ C A -•.az )a� (A,. -•.a3 )-aJJr' lO\ -•zz >a.;� a ll, + •2..] . 
On equ.at1ng to zero. C4. 7 )  s implifies to the ordinarr 
charac teri s t ic &fi:U&tion it Jr i s commutative and A is as s umed 
to co:auaute 111 th the aembers ot Jr. 
Re turning to C4.6 ) ,  the tirat element in the ma trix 
product is 
••.a 1 + [CA.-a.u, f']-' (CA.-an )a�3 <A-• a �  )-a3ll-'[ (A.-a 3=l )a� a21 + •31 ] 
-< a;� r' l_<A.-all > a;� (A-an >-·��r·��•:u )a�� •3, + •.21] 
= -•,., + [ (,\,-a33 >a;� -a36 CA -•a.z r'J-' <4-a3a >a;; a21 
[ ( }  ) - 1 ( l  ,-· ] -' + 1\-•.u •.z3 • a J:�. t\•a,. •3, 
- (<ft.-•,.� >a;� <A.-·J� >a� -lr'c�-•J.z. >•;� •3, 
- [C.\-an )ai� (A•al3 >a;� -1r
'
•.u 
= -a ;&, +  (1-•�a <X-aa3 V' • n CA.-•.u r' ] -' a2, 
+ (<4-a33 )a�� -au (:\·au r'J _ ,  a31 
- [CA.-a 3� >a;� -•32 <"·•:u r•J- '  a3, 
- [<A.·a.4 )a-;;_ (A•a.H )a;:; -l]-'a21 
= [-l +{l·•.u <A-•s3 r' •a:l. <lt-al.2. r•j-' 
+tl·(A-a.u. >a;; C).-•33 ) a_;� r'J a�� 
= [•1 + (A•au )a;�{<�·alz. ) a� ·•:u C.\•&33 )-'}-' 
+ •.23 <A.-a33 r'{ •.u <A-a .u ,-• -Ch.·a 2). la-;;f1] ·�, 
=[-l + {Cit-au )a;i •a:J.J CA.-a33 )-'} { (�-a2:a. )a3� •a23 (J\.-a 3J f'} _, J az, 
= 0 . 
Tbe o tber element or the ma trix produc t C4.6) ia 
-a31 - (a ,;'r' [<A.-a.3_, ) a;� CA.-au )-a3• ]-r (C,\-aJ, ) a;:: a2., + a 3.] 
-r [  <A·a33 r•J -• ( C>t-a.�.� )aj� CA.-a 315 >·•.as ]-1 ( C.\-a21 )a�� a 3, + a2,] 
-:: -a31 • [Q.-aJ) ) a;: (�-·•� ) a;� -1] -' (A-a3i )a;_� a�• 
- (CA•a33 ) a;� (A-a .t� >�-: -1]-' a ,, 
....,. ( (.\•azz )a�� ·•.2.3 C �·a33 r'J _ , CA-a..z.z )a;_: aJ, 
+(<A.-a2z. >a;� -a�l {A-a 3• f'J _ ,  a 2 1  
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( (�  ,- 1 ( (' ) I ( \ )-1}- 1  :::= -l·•a:z. 1\•&u. '\. "·•:.n a� •&.32 A•a.22 
+ (A.•a3� l a ;� \<�-an )a;; -a 3z. (A-a,12 f'}J •.;1 
=[ -1 +t<A.-a J3 )a;_; - •�:z. <A-•2� r'} { ()\.-a33 >a;! -a32 Ov·a.a2. r'} -'J 
= 0 . 
It we make the tur theJ.Ot assump tion that e i ther a 1� or­
a 13 but no t bo th are zero, say a14 = 0 ,  we ob tain oa 
equating <4.7) to zero the expre s s ion 
< A. ·•.u ) a�� (,\-a33 ) a;; ( A.  -a , )-a-43 a;; ( A. -a 11 ) 
- ( A -a 22 )a�! a31 • &2 1 ::: 0 . 
The corre sp onding matrix equation 
<4. 8) ( A  •&24 I ) a;;_ ( A.  -a3� I ) a�; ( A  -a 11 I )-a23 a ;;  ( A -a ,  I )  
- (  t -· �� I ) a;� a31 -a21 I == 0 
is s at i sfied by 
0 •,3 
A. =  A :::: 
wi th a 13 -:j: O, a 32 -:j= 0 (we may drop the condi tion that a 23 =/= 0 ) . 
For, the lef" t  s ide or (4. 8 )  become s 
0 .. ,3 ·�� -·:)"3 0 .,, 
a ,a., 0 •43 
-I 
�:2- • .:u •.zl. -a3� a:.l.i 
8 31 a,2. aH -a.zz. . ,, a.n .. 0 
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0 0 a,s 0 0 a,J 
_, • • ,1 • .21 .. .u. ... .. , *.t.:J 
-I -a-t; a,3 a .2. 1 &.z.z. - a, •.a3 
.31 •3.z •1a -
a, a .31 as2 •3� -au 
•u -•zz. 0 •,a 
0 
_ , 
· �, ·�3 •�1. *3 1  -•z, I 
• a , .32. a33 -•n 
( a  11 -a .2:1.l a;; 0 - I  .,3 •.a.z. 
.. , 0 _, - •.:u aJ:z. •.u ·�:a. 
-I -I  
•a, •a,. 1 ( au -a22. ) a31 
a J, aJz. 
• ( ) _, + _ ,  •2.2. -•33 • ,a •�, • 2.1 a ,3 &31 
_, 
( •.u. -a 33 )a ;a' { a-2:&. -a u ) + �3 a;-a' •.a:z. 
a3.1. a ,�' (al.J.. -a II ) aJ2- a,� •:z.l 
a, ••33 + •33 -a , 
( ) 
_ , _, ( ) · � ,  + •z.z •&J.� a ,3 •.:u + a.l! a,o aJ3 -a, 
_, 
a3, + a32. a l3 a2.3 
-( a ,  -• �z > a;� 8 31 + a:l,  
_, _, 
·� a,3 a.2,  + a .2.1 •32. aJ, 
_ ,  _ ,  a�3 • 13 a3, + a aJ a.u. a3 ,  
0 
_, ( ) 8.H •,3 a.l.2. -a " -t a.21 
_ , 
8.z.a 8 13 8 J2. + 831 
+ -1 a 23 a 13 832. 831 
_ , - 1  8 2 3  • • a  8 zJ + a:u 8Jl. aJI 
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8.23 a ;� ( a a3 -• J, ) + ( a 33 -a.22. ) a3i a3, + 82 1 
� o , atte� aome further computation. 
Ie obviously will be able to obtain corresponding 
mati-ix et�u.at1ona directlJ trOJR the Ore de terminant of A I·A 
and s a.tisfied bJ the 3X3 ma.trix A. = ( a ,J ) when one • i.j = o, 
i -:f. j and a ,� j: o, a1i =f. 0 (k f i ,  t -=f= j, � :;.  j, � -::f i ) . 
Tbe other tjpe s  ot poa aible A, apart t'rom the case 
whera no ott'-diagonal e lement is  zero, have typical. 
repre.aen ta ti ve a 
a II 0 0 a , 0 a ,3 
(1 ) •. u a�%. aZ.3 ( i1 ) · �, a.2.2. 8 23 
. 31 .32. ·.1� a Jl 0 a.33 
0 0 
( 111 ) 
0 • 
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Case (i ) .  i'h.e A -matrix ia  
A • & 11 0 0 
-·..2 1  A. -a2.z. - a.l.3 
-a3, -a32 A.-a 33 
Among the colu.n vectors giving a matrix produc t of zero on 
mul tiplieation on the right of the first two rows of A.. I-A 
is to, A. -a , , a�� ( X -a22 ) ( � -a , > } , provided a23 =! o .  An 
Ore determinant is 
[-a3z. + ( A -a33 )a;; c A. -a�2 )] < A. -a , ) . 
The corresponding matrix equation is  
[< A. -aH I )a;; c A. -a,_2I)-a�2 I) ( /\. -a 1 1  I ) = o . 
When I\ is  replaced by A, the equation i s  satis.tied because· 
the let t aide will be , after a little computation, 
{ a 11 -aJ3 )a;: { a11 -a.z.2. )-a3z. 0 0 
a2 , a;: c a11 •&J.1 ) + ( a�, -• 1 1  ) a�� a21 + 831 0 0 
a3, a;;. (a n ·•22. ) _ ,  + ·�'2. 82 1  &2. 1  0 0 
0 0 0 
821 au •a, 8 23 
- o .  • 
·�, · �2. ·3� ... , 
It a 23 = o ,  the aatrix becomes or type (iii ) . 
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Case ( ii ) .  
A-a, 0 -a,J 
�I-A = -a.z., il-a:L2. - ·�3 
- ·11 0 A.- al� 
This case is equivalent to ( i ) , it we tind a let t-hand 
de terminant by me ans ot a row ve c tor multiplying into the 
last two columns of i\ I-A to give a zero produc t;: it a,3 =/:: 0 ,  
a let t-hand de terminant i s  
( A.  -a :u. )  (< A. -a33 ) a -;; ( A. -a 11 )-a 3, ] . 







( a22 -a3� ) a�' &: u + 




:: o .  
) - a J, 
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Case (iii) , 
�-·, 0 0 
A. I-A = - ·.2 1 A -a -·� • 2.2. 
-·3 1 0 A.-aJ3 
As in Case ( i ) , if a2� f 0 ,  we obtain the matrix equation 
( A,  -a 3l I )a� ( A.  -• .2.� I )  ( A. -a 1 1  I )  = o .  By the discussion of 
( i ) , i\. ::;  A satisfies this .  If a23 = 0 ,  the matrix product 
of the firs t two rows and the column vec tor { 0,  0 ,  ( A.  -• .u. ) 
(' A.  -a 1 1  >} ,  in this  order is  zero and an Ore de terminant is  
(A. -aJ3 ) ( A. -a..l2 ) ( .1. -a , ) , 
'!'he correeponding matr-ix actuation is 
( A -a a3 I ) ( )L -a :u. I ) ( i\. -a 11 I) -= 0 
which is s atisfied by A. :::: .l. 
We notice that 1n all eases .  including the general 
one , the eXpres s ion obtained for an Ore de terminant ot 
A. I-A become s ,  on equating to zero, the charac teris tic 
equation if K is commutative . 
4..22. Theorem. Le t .& = ( a  'i ) be a .3X3 matrix oveP 
a division ring L It" some a ,i ( i -:f j )  i s  zero,. then theret 
exists  a matrir etuat1on equivalent to the ordinary 
characteris tic e�uation if X i s  commutative and satisfied 
by .l. Tb.e matrix equation 1 s  obtained by equating some 
formal Ore de terminant ot A. I•.& to zero, 
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W• no te f inally that a charac teris tic func tion as 
aboYe , us ing the Ore de terminant, is apparently a more 
succe ssful concep t than the "charac teri s tic de terminant• 
derined similarly us ing the Dieudonn' de terminant ll, 39) . 
CHAPmR V 
ALGEBRAICITY IN COMPLETE RANK RINGS 
In thi s chap ter we give proofs of s t•tements ( 13 ) - ( 20 )  
of c .  R .  A .  leading to a clear-cut pic ture of the algebrai c i ty 
over the center of an arbi trary element of a comple te rank 
ring ,e. Le t Z be the een ter of � and P be the se t of all 
polynomi als 
( ) J i-1 p X :! X + a, X + • • • + &f • ( a; E Z ,  i = 1, 2 ,  • • •  , -!') 
We are intere s ted 1n how small R (p ( a ) ) can be made.; the 
p (x)  E P s uch that R(p (a ) ) .£ 1 we call a-s ingular . 
5. 1. Defini tion.  We deno te by T the se t of all 
a- singular polynomials from P that are irreducible wi th 
respe c t  to the c oefficient domain z. 
5. 2 .  Theorem. T is enumerable . 
Proof : Suppose { P c.  (x ) ;  i E I }  are the dis tinc t 
a- singul&� monic polynomials which are irreduc ible wi th 
re spe ct to z. 
\Ye will first e s tabli sh that [ (p '- ( a) >; ;.  i E I }j_ ; for 
this  i t  will be s utt' i c ient to prove { (pi. ( a ) ); ; i E I0 } J_ 
for every t'ini te s ubse t I0 C:. I (von Ne umann, 10, Theorem 2 .3] . 
Clearly this holds t'or s e ts I0 of cardinali ty one . u s ume 
the res ult for all se ts I0 of cardinality n.  Le t 
{«:..; m = 1,  2, . . . ' n + 1 }  be a s ubse t of I. Then the 
dis tinc t ,  monic and irreducible p� ( x )  (m = 1 ,  2 ,  • • • • n + 1 )  -
a:re relative ly- prime in pairs and the re exis t polJDomials 
g(x) , h(x ) wi th coefficients in Z such that 
11b.ence 
1 = g(x)p<>l (x) + h(z)pbt (z)�« ( x )  • •  •Po< (x) -"'>\.+1 I 2. Pl. 
1 = g(a)p_, ( a) + h(a)p..c ( a )pot ( a) • • • pot ( a ) . "' �+I I :L l'l. 
'lheretore 
( l ).e, == (po(l\+l (a) )-t' v <Poe, ( a)pot:�. (a) • •• p<O()\.( a) ).e 
� (p-''1'\+l ( a ) ).e v [<P.c 1 (a ) ).e "'  (pe(a. ( a ) )e (\ • •  •/\ <Poe,.. ( a) >.e) 
since the polJllomials Poell'\. ( a) ,  with coeffi c ients in 1', commute . 
Obviously- equali ty- holds and so  
( 0 ).,. = (1 ); = (p« ( a ) ); A [(pee (a) ); v (p« (a ) >: v • • . v (Jtci (af]; l'l-fl "" ' "(, 2. � ,. l 
( :N II, Lemma 2.3] 
that i s ,  { Cpol'""( a) }; ; m = 1 ,  2, ••• , n + 1}..L . 
The cardinal! ty or { (pi. ( a) }; ; 1 E: I J i s  the:rerore at 
mos t  'N..o ( Me.eda, 6, 119, .Anmerkung 2.2] ; and s ince the 
independence shows that di s tinc t p .  (x }  ( i  E. I } 7ield dis tinct ' 
.,. 
(p4 (a )  >.e , we have the re su1 t. 
5.3. 'lb.eorem1 Le t  cJ.. be the g.l. b .  or all R(p(a ) ) ,  
p�(x) E P. Let An ( �' ) be the intersec tion or all 
(p ( a) }'i" ( (p ( a) )e l · !J.ben there exi s ts a unique idempotent 
e E. S)t s uch that 
I ( . ).,.. :,All , ( . ) ..e :: .An  
and ft (  e ) ::::. D ( A1J.) ::::. D ( ..£11.') :: J.. • 
Proo:f : Obv!ou.sl;r D�'J,(p ( a l,.. ) � o( • 
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I:f' there is no a- singular polynomial , then .-tn = ( 1 ).,. , 
1Jt1 ::::: ( 1 )-t and 1 is the unique idempotent wi th this property. 
An arbitrary p (x )  c P wi th R (p ( a ) ) < 1 can be factored 
uniquely, apart from the order of the factors , into irredu­
cible factors ; that is  
p(x )  = p 1 ( x )p2.. ( x )  • • • p4 (x )p4+ 1 (x )  • •  •Pn ( x )  
where the p .  ( x )  ( 1  � 1 ,  2 ,  • • •  , n) are irreducible and the ' 
P i  ( x )  ( i ==- 1,  2·, • • •  , s � n) are a-singular, the remaining 
factors not being a-s ingular. Then 
(p( a) ),.. == (p., ( a )p 2 ( a )  • • • p4 ( a) )t"" 
so that the cardinali ty of the distinct (p ( a) )� is no greater 
00 .A 
than %; 11..0 ::: N0 • Hence the dis tinct (p( a )  )� can be 
enwnera.ted thus: { (p'"'( a) l,. ;:  m = 1 , 2,  • • •  } • 
Wri te p ,  (x )p2 (x )  • • •  p_(x) :: p""'(x) .  Then p'""(x )  E. p·. 
� � M We have ,Q (p""( a ) ).,. � (p ( a ) ).,. where the (p ( a ) ).,. form a 
descending chain in the lattice and 
00 QD ,.,. D(�(p(a) ).,. )  = D�f), (p701(a)  )+ ) � DCQ,Cp (a) ).,. ) � o( 
so  D(-ot. ) � o( . Similarly D ( ..-oz.' ) � oe . 
Now (p. ' ( a ) ).,. � (p 2.( a)  ).,. � • • • • We will first 
consider the case , as far as the exis tence of a suitable 
idempotent e i s  concerned, when this sequence of lattice: 
elements terminate s ;  that i s ,  when for some posi tive integer 
n, (p"" ( a) ).,. = (p'"+A( a ) ).t- ( s = 1, 2, • • •  ) . This case will 
be covered by the more general proof' later but because of' 
the special intere st  we will give the brief' proof possible 
here . It (p""'( a) )"t = (p"'+A ( a) ).,.. tor some pos i tive integeP 
n and tor all s = l, 2 ,  • • •  , then 
� ==  (p;n. ( a) )r • 
Le t  (p  't'o ( a ) )+ == Ct )r ,  t 2.  = t .  Then R ( r )  = R(p'"'(  a ) ) = R(p"""""( a ) ) 
and 
�� = ./:J (p( a )  � = (pn(a )  t = (p"'+A (a) � • 
Also tp� ( a ) = p�( a) so 
( a  = 1, 2, • • • ,, 
(p;'"( a)t l,. � (p:-'1-( a )tp"'( a ) ).,. = ( (p-n.( a) ] 1  )+ � A  = (p"�-( a ) ).,. .  
But (p.�(a) )+ � (p""' ( a )t ).,. so equali ty holds and there e:rts ts 
X € � l llCh that 
p� ( a )tx = p�( a ) .  
Then e = r + tx ( l-t ) has the property that .-1Jl, ::::. ( e  >-r •  
"1J7. I = (e )-l • For the idempotent e generate s ( t ).,. = ...ol. and 
( t  + tx ( l-r ) )_e contains 
p"" ( a )t + p'I'L( a)tx ( l-t ) = p""( a)t ;- p""'( a ) ( l-t )  = p ...... ( a ) . 
As R (e ) ::=. R (p""'( a ) ) ,  we have -<n,1 = (p71- ( a)  >.c = (e �· 
'!he uniqllene s s  ot e follows here , wi th the s ame 
re asoning applied in the general case , be cause it (e ).r = ( g )r ,  
(e � = ( g )£ , g l. ::: g ,  then eg = g ,  eg = e and e = g .  
If � i s  a discre te ring, that i s ,  a matrix ring over 
a division ring, and thus s ati sfying the descending chain 
condition tor right ide als , we do have /� = (pn( a ) )� tor 
some posi tive integer n and consequen tly the re sult. 
Simp le proofs o r  later theorems tor �, a dis cre te ring, c an  
also be giYen . 
Re turning now to the general case . le t � (p( a) � -f> � P 
-"'() (p"""( a) ).,. :;: (f )'T' wi th f 2  = t . Then 
t ::: pi"'( a ) u""' 
and hence: 
t ::  fp�( a ) u M-
( u -m. E. .!Jt. m = 1. 2 • • • •  ) 
or (tp:"'-(a) ).,. � ( .t' ).,. .  But obviously (f).,. � (tp""( a ) )r so 
( t )-t- == (tp*( a.) )..,.. . (m � 1.  2 • •• • ) . 
We thus have tl(. c:: R(.t' ) = R( fp1"1\( a ) ) .  (m = 1, 2, ••• ) • 
By the defini tion o.t' t .  
(tx; x E 1t}  = { v ;  v = p '  ( a)v1 - p,_( a)v2. = • • • for 
some v 1 , v � , ••• E �} and so 
tp:""( a)txr x � �} = {  u: u = pm( a )v where v � p' ( a)v, 
::: p 2. ( a)  v 2.. = • • • tor some v1 • v a. • • • • � -!It • 
That i s .  u belongs to the right s ide it and only if u 
00 
belongs to ,.(\ (p"lf\( a)p'l'\( a ) ).,. '?: (r ).,_ J. but obviously R ( .t' )  
� R(p�( a).t' ) s o  
( p"WI. ( a) t ) .,. = ( .t' ).,. • ( • = 1, 2 • • •• ) • 
Hence tor each m = 1,  2 .  
an inverse .t'q"".t' • sa,.. in 1t(t ) . 
• • • tp�( a ) f  =- p'""( a)t has 
Also { P'-m+ a ( a )  • • • pl'W\+n. ( a )fxf x e. �} = { u; u = p"'+' ( a) 
• • •  p'lll.+n. ( a)v where v = p· ' ( a)v1 = p4 (a)v:L = . . •  for some 
VI • v'2 • • • • E "1t • (m, n = 1,  2 • • • •  ) . 
Hence u belongs to the right s ide if and only if u 
� . t belongs to t0, (p ""+' ( a)  • • • pl'l\+1\. (a.)p ( a) )r � (f ).,.. ; so . as 
before . we have (t)t- = (p� -t '  (a)  ••• p'"+""' ( a)t ).t- and 
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1'p'1'r\.;. • ( a ) • • •  p....,+ ... .J a)t -.: p'"'..., , ( a) • • • p""' ... ,.Ja )t has an inverse of 
tq�_,"'t,  aay, in �(1' ) . 
Th.en .rp-+""'( a)t' == tp 1 (a )  • •• pm{a )pm-+ l ( a) • • • p'l'l1..,..,( a)1' 
-== tp , ( a) • • •  pl'tl. ( a)tp""�+1 (a )  •• •Pm+J a)t 
== tp , ( a )  • •  •P-m.( a).f .t'p� ... ,( a )  • • •P-rn+'tl.( a}t 
and ao tq �nf ::::: tq:.,. ... t�.r .tq""'t = tqJ .tq�+nt , the inverses in 
1\Ct )  commuting as the corre aponding 1'ae tora commute . 
We examine the idempotent& 1' + 1'q�tp�( a ) ( 1-t ) 
(m = 1, 2, • • •  ) . For each m, 
(1' + tqm.tpm(a )( l-.t' ) ).,.. = (t )-1" ::: fl (p(a) ).,. 
· 1tP 
and (1' + .tq�1'pm(a) ( 1-1' )  � contains 
tpm ( a )t � tp� ( a)t • .tq�1'pm(a) ( 1·1' ) 
= tp-(a )f + tp,... ( a) ( 1•1' ) 
:::: tp'M.( a) • 
Simc• R(t  + 1'q tpl'l!. (a) ( 1•1' ) ) ::: R(t )  == R(t'p.,..( a ) ) ,  then ll\ 
(1' -+ 1'q�1'p'M ( a) ( l-t ) )e = {tp'W!. ( a ) � � (p'W\(a) )& � (p,m- •  (a) � 
� • •• � _(p(a) � . (m -:::: 1,  2, • •• ) . 
Moreove�, the sequence of idempotent• 1' + tq�pm(a) { l-.t )  
approaches a lim.i t as m � oo since 
R ({  1' + .t'qmt'pW'l( a) ( 1-.t l} - (t + 1'q'l'l+n.tp"",.,., ( a) ( 1-1'))) 
::: R (1'q�pm( a) ( l-t}-tq�+,.,tp�•� ( a ) ( 1-.t' ) )  
= R(.t'q"n\.r(t-.rq�+l\ tp� ...  ( a) • •  •P""+n ( a) }pm( a) ( 1-1' ) ) 
= R( 1'q,,t{.t-1'q�...,._1'p"'.,.' ( a )  • • •  p"��'� +� ( a )t 
-1'q� tpll'l+t { a )  • •  •P-.+1\. ( a ) { l-1' )} pm.( a) ( 1-1' ) ) 
= R(1'q'WI1'{ 1'-1'-tq�� tprv�+l  ( a )  • • •  p"WI+ll (a) ( 1·1' )} pw(a)  ( 1-1' ) ) 
-a R( ( 1-t)p-w�.( a ) ( 1-1' ) � 0 when m � oo  since 
( ( 1-t )p·'lt\( a)( l-t ) ).,..  contains ( 1-t )p""( a) { l-f )p._-r, ( a) ( l-f ) 
==- ( l•f lf p;>""+ 1 ( a  )•p,'""( a )tp -n�+& ( a)} ( 1-f ) 
= ( l•t ) { p-T 1 ( a )•fp� a)tp�+• ( a ) } ( l-f ) 
= ( 1-t )p.""+' (a) ( 1-t ) .  
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Hence {« l•f )p4 a) ( l-f ) ).,.. ; • = 1. 2, • • •  } form a de scending 
chain in the latti c• and (p�(a) )r = ( tp�( a) + ( 1-t )p�( a) ( l-t ) )T 
= (fp;'"'·( a) )r v ( ( 1-f )pl1\.( a) ( 1-t ) ).,. s ince ( 1-t )p""( a ) t  
= ( 1-f )tp�( a )f � 0 and (tp�(a)  + ( 1-f )p-( a ) ( l-f ) )� 
contains tp�( a) f  and so tp�(a ) as (tp-( a) )r = (f )� 
::: (fp"'( a)f )7 ; consequently (fp� a )  + ( 1-f )p""'( a ) ( l-t ) )-t­
contains fp� ( a )  + ( 1-f )pm( a ) ( l-t ) -tpM( a)  = ( 1-t)p�( a) ( l-t ) .  
The inclusion in the oppos i te direc tion i s  obvi ous . 
Then (pm.( a) )+ = (f ).,. v ( (1-f )pln( a ) ( l-f ) ).,.. and 
00 00 
] ( f ) -t- == � (pm(a) ).,.. -,.,0, l_( f ) -r  v ( ( 1-f )pYWI( a ) ( l•f ) },.  
00 
= ( f ).,. u [Q, ( ( 1-f )p�( a ) ( l-f ) )'" J 
[Axiom III] • 
00 
'!hat i s ,  (f ).,. � . .[) ( ( 1-t )p'WI.( a )  ( 1-t ) l,. .  As the principal 
right ide als are dis joint , apart from 0, we mus t  have 
co 
.,..0 ( ( 1-.r )p'""( a) ( l-f ) lr -=- ( O ).,. and so _:� R(  ( 1-f )p� a ) ( l-f ) ) = o .  
We conclude wi th the observations nece s s ary to show 
that it 11m (t + tq ,..tp'rfl.( a) ( l-f ) )  = e ,  then e s atisfies the 'Ill� oO ..... 
requirements of the the orem. For e i s  idempotent, being the 
limi t of a sequence of idempo tent& ;  also e has the form 
r + fx ( l-f )  for some x E  � by the continui ty of multipli­
cation s ince , as we have shown, lim (fq fp�( a) ( l-f ) ) exis ts 
m4oo l'rl. 
and i t  equals !' ( l im ( fq fp'W\( a ) ( l-f ) ) ) ( l-!' ) whence: ( e L. 
"" � oD 11\. ,-
:::; (t + fx ( l-f ) > -r  == (!' )+- =ptJ (p ( a ) >-r . To show that ( e � 
= /l (p ( a) )� we note firs t  that if a princ ip al left ide al fJ6P 
in � contains a convergen t sequence , i t  contains the limi t 
ot the se quence . For, le t ( g� ( g z  = g )  contain the 
convergent se quence u, ( 1  = 1,  2 ,  • • •  ) .  Theil u � ::: uc: g 
impl i e s  by the continui ty ot mul tiplication that �1m u .  
(.. -i>CID I. 
� ( ;Lim u .  ) g  or Jim u� E ( g ) 0 • Aa we showed above 
� �oo " ' =-i oo ..., 
(p"'"'( a) ).f � (tp....,+., ( a ) ).e = (t + fq'M-+"II.rp�+,.,( a ) ( l-f ) )-l 
{m, n � 1 ,  2 ,  • • •  ) 




e -::: l im ( t  + fa !'p ( a ) ( l-f ) ) .  Hence (p ( a ) )0 �  n {pwt(a) ) t"�CIO --t p t; "1,. "'"'' :€ 
2:. ( e � . But as the dimens ions are equal , equal i ty hold s . 
5.4. Theorem. Le t  T =  { q ._  ( x ) ;  1 = 1 ,  2 ,  • • •  and 
q i (x ) E P and i s  irreducible and a- s ingular} . Define 
of.. , -ot .  , ,.oz.� ( 1 == 1, 2 ,  • • •  ) s imilarly to the o( ,  .Ql, , Art, /  I. ' ' 
-t of !be orem 5.3 but re s tric ting p ( x )  to the ( q � (x ) ) 
( t  = 1,  2 ,  • • •  ) . Then there exi s t s  a unique idempo tent 
e" e � s uch that ( e i >.,.. = .-o&...: , ( e 4 >...e = �:. 
Als o  R ( e .: ) = D (  -<11;, )  = D (  --tn;) ::: ot.i. • 
Proof : The proof follows much the s ame  line s as that 
ot Theorem S.3 and we will inc lude only a s ummary of it.  
Le t q .  (x)  be an irreduc ible a- s ingular polynomial . I. 
t- f: 00 1; DO Wri te ( q, ( a) ) = q • Cle arly D(t(1 ( q )"1- ) = ti. i. ::: DC.Q, Cq t)e ) 
s ince (q� )��� form a de s c ending chain . 
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How le t (\ ( q-t" ) ..,.. = (t  )-7"' wi th f:z = t .  ihen t = q"f''. u.,._ 
t=l  
and (f ).,. :::: ( fqn)r or ci._ = R ( f ) = R(fq-n. ) .  
( un. E. � , n = l ,  2, • • •  ) 
co 00 
Also q'""'t E 1\ (q4 )r = f\ { q-'�� L .. ::: (f )..,. and fq����-f ::::: q�; as in 4::::<'11<1+-1 A = l  ' 
Theorem .$ • .3 we have R(qlrt.f ) ::: R (t )  so that tq-m.t has an 
inverse 1n �(t ) .  In particular there exis ts a ring element 
u = rut such that 
fuf.fqf ::::: fqf .fut = t 
and since (qf )?o�. = qt , the inverse of fq-m.f in :}{(t)  i s  
( f u:t )'W\ ::::.. tu"'"'t . 
Then { .f'  + :ru"'"'tq'W!.( l•f' ) ).,. = ( t )1" and { f  -t- tu'"'fqm ( 1-t »..e 
- (tq'"').e • The idem.potents f + fu'ft\.f'q..,.,.( l·f ) form a sequence 
converging in the rank me tric s ince 
R{ tu""'rq'"'( l-t ) -:ruwa+'l'lorq m+-c l-r ) )  
:::: R { fumr (f-fu""fq-n..) qm( l-f ) )  
= R{fu ..... f (.f'·.f'u"'fq .,..f-fli"'fq.,.. ( l·f ) )q"M( l·f )) 
;. R(tu�u'"'fq71 ( l•f' )q"" ( l•t ) ) 
� R{  { 1-.f' )ql'>l.( l-t ))-? 0 as m, n � oo , as before . 
The remainder of the proof is similar to that tor 
Theorem 5 • .3 .  Yle have e .  :::::. 11m ( f  + f'uwt.fq")')\ ( 1-t ) ) .  " 7>1. -'> 00  
We note the following resul ts to be used in later 
theorems . 
(m = 1 ,  2 ,  •• • ) 
For •c: q ""e i. :::. q'Wie i. holds , as the above equal! ty 
00 
tqmt -::::::: q.,.,.t require s only that ta... = t, ( t )'1"" = ... !J ( q ''l,.. and e.:  
has these propertie s . Simi larl7 e, q"""e,; = •c:. q"""' since {e� )t 
Oil' -=D. ( q  >.e . 
( 1i )  
q Wl' commute s wi th e i. and eonsequentl7 wi th 1-e, • Moreover 
·�  qW'I.e� has an inverse in �(e�  ) . 
( ii i ) 
Tbi e holds when e 4  i s  replaced b7 an idempotent r ,  a 
OQ 
generator of ..._f),C q'/1, ).,. , s o  holds for t = e c:. • 
s.s. Theorem. 
R(t� ) = p�, • 
( i )  Le t R. = 1- «· , t. = 1-e . •  ,.,, " ' .. 
( 1i } etc:. -::::: r, e -::::: o, t,; �· :::: o ( i  "::f J ) and 
Then 
"' 0<> 
e + lim '2:. t, = 1 ;  o( + .2. {3,; = 1 and the rings � ( e ) ,  �Ct.: ) '1'1.-+00 L:I • :: 1  
( i  = 1 ,  2,  • • •  ) are mutual17 or thogonal . 
Proof : ( 1 )  R(t'- } = R( l-e �, } = 1-R( e.; )  = l- et,: = {3,;. • 
co t' ( 1i )  ( e " ).,. = (\ { ( q i. ( a ) )  ).,. � f"l (p ( a ) l,.  = ( e )_,.. so 1.":.1 t>'e� 
e = e.:, e .  Sim.11&r17 we have ( e i >.e � ( e >..e and e == ee,· • Then 
ef;, = e ( l-e� ) = o ,  r� e :::: ( 1-et ) e  = o .  
Now le t q .  (x ) ,  q .  (x)  be dis tinct membe rs ot T and � J 
le t • c:. • ej be defined as in Theorem 5.4. Then 
"'" "' 1 = U� (X) ( q i. ( x·) ) + V n. {X) { qj (X) ) { n = 1 1 2 1 • • • ) 
for some polynomials u �(x } ,  v�(x ) wi th coettlcients in Z; 
that i s ,  
.... 71.. l =- u-n.(a) (q i. ( a ) ) + v� ( a ) (qj ( a ) } . 
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He nee: 
l-•t == a.,...( a.) ( q �  ( a) )'"' ( l•e , ) + v ..... ( a.) (ftj ( a) )'"' ( l••c:. ) 
;;:: u .  .J aH •c. + ( l•• t. ) ) ( qJa) }"" ( l•ei. ) t v�( a) (q.; ( a) )� ( l-e, ) 
== u"'( a) ( l•• c: ) (q  J a) )"' ( 1-e i. )  + v,.,( a)qJ (a )
""( l•ei ) 
[Theorem 5.4, ( 1 )] 
a:ad ( 1-e . ) ( 1-e . ) = ( 1-e · )u  ( a) (l-e · ) (q .  ( a )  f'''( l,.. . ) J t J n. " c. t 
+ ( l-ei ) (q; ( a) ),..v,.,(a ) { l·e� ) 
::: { 1-eJ. ) u,.,( a) ( l•ei  )(q .:.  ( a )  )'"'( 1-e;. ) 
+ ( 1-ej ) (qi ( a ) f'''( l-ej )v,... {a) (l-e .; ) . 
As R( (l-e j ) u,J a H l•e i. ) ( q,  ( a ) )"' ( l-ei ) ) � R( (l-e, )  
. ( q;, ( a) )"' ( l-ec, ) ) � O  as n �oo bJ Theorem 5.4 ( iii ) and 
s i:milarlJ R( ( l-ej ) ( qJ ( a) )'"' ( l-ei )Y,., ( a ) ( l-e J ) � 0 as n � oo  1 
we have , taking the limi t, 
f. t. == ( 1-e . ) ( 1-e · ) = o. ( i  ..J- j )  J " J " r 
Then ti tj = 0 == � t� ( i -=f. j } implies 
1-e.  -• . -t- e .  e .  = 1-e . -• . + e.  e . c. I c. J ' J J c. 
or •c: � = •j • c. . Moreover e,; ej is  idempotent and <•c: �· )-1"' 
= < •c:. )-t- A ( e.i ).,. , ( e, ej >.e == ( e.,: l..e 1\ (eJ >.e . For, obviously 
( ei. •j >r � ( e , }.,. 1\ ( ej ).,.. and x c; (e i. >.,. n ( eJ ).,... implie s 
x = e,; x = ej x = e '-ej x or x E ( ec, •J ).,. • SimilarlJ tor left co "'Il 
ideals . We have < •c: e j ).,... =- (e&. },.. n ( ej ).,.. =I)( ( qi ( a ) ) )?' 
� � I  
A ( "" "" m " �=\ ( qj ( a) ) ).,... so ei. ej = ( qj ( a } ) w""' (wn E  ""- , n = 1 ,  2 ,  
That is , 
...... 'I\. 
q , ( a}e� ej == Q c:, ( a ) ( qi ( a) } • .,  ::::: ( qj ( a} } qc: ( a) w,.., 
(n  = 1, 2, • • •  ) 
. . . ) . 
7 1  
00 .,. and ( q c: ( a}e,. ej }.,... � D,( (qj ( a ) ) }.,.. = (ei }.,.. . Also ( q c:. ( a) e ,: ei ).,... 
= ( e, q c:, ( a ) e.,; ).,.. '- (ec: � so ( q, ( a}ec; ei )-r � ( e, }..,.. 11 ( e.i )7" :  ( e.: ej ).,.. 
and hence •c: ej q ._: ( a )e". e1 = q c:  ( a )ei. eJ . 
Using lef t ideals  we have similarly e - e ·q · ( a )e . e · ' )  t. l :J  
=e � e; q ,: ( a )  and so q � ( a) ec: •.; = ei ej q i. ( a ) . N'ow 
ej q , ( a) = e .: ejq ,; ( a )  + ( e.; ·e ,ej )q c: ( a )  
= • · • · q · ( a) + e · (l-e · )q . ( a) " J " J c. c. 
= •,; ej q i ( a} + ej ( l-e )q � ( a) ej + •J ( l-e c: )q � ( a ) (l-eJ ) 
=•c. ej q J a)  + ej ( l-e e. )q .:.  ( a } ( l-e .:, ) eJ 
-t ei ( l-ee:, )q ; ( a ) ( l-e ;. ) ( 1-ej ) 
[ Theorem 5.4 ( ii }] 
= •.: ei q i. ( a) + eJ ( l-e.; )q i ( a ) ( l-e.; ) eJ 
since ( l-ee: ) ( 1-e.; ) = t'- tj = o. 
Also 
q . ( a) e . = Q  . ( a )e . e ·  +Q · ( a) (e . -e . e . ) c. J " " "J  " J " J 
= •  . e  · q  . { a )  + • ·  q - ( a )  ( 1-e · )e . + ( 1-e · ) q  . ( a ) ( 1-e · ) e .  " J c. J " " J J c. " J 
= •c: ej q J a} -r ei ( 1-e,; }q�  ( a) ( l-e ,: ) ei . 
\Ye conclude e, qj ( a } = q.; ( a ) ei ( 1 , j =. 1., 2 , • • •  ) 
and conse quently e ; (q.; ( a) )�:::: ( qJ ( a ) )
,..,.ec: (m  = 1 ,  2, • • •  ) . 
Now 
't;,. tj, 1:;, 
p -c a )  = ( q c. ( a) ) ' ( q , ( a )) z. • • • ( q i ( a ) ) "' I � � 
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t; .  
s ince the e i  and the ( q j ( a) ) J  commute 
"t· 
and (q . ( a )  r' e .  has an J J 
inverse in �( e j ) • Hence 
( p """(a)  ) ... � ( e i. t .. r"\ ( e .: ) " • • • 1\ (a �  \ • ' I .- � -t"  \'\. -..,._ 00 00 
Conseftuen tlJ ( e ).,.. � 0 ( e  � )..,. ;: but ( e ).,.. � D, { e .: ),f"' s ince 
e = e, e s o  
00 
( e )-r = {) ( e  J.,. • 
C10 OQ CO 
Obvious ly (\ ( e '- )..,. = 1\ ( e , e a. • • •  e .,) and /)
_
,< • �.  )0 
00 c. : 1 n =. 1  -r v " 
= ,..()C e , e.2. • • •  eYl.� � ( e k ;  also,  it g -n. :.=. e 1 e2- • • •  e ,... (n = l ,  2, • • •  ) ,  
we have g g = g g = g it m �  n so that the sequence of rn '1'\.. ., 'WI. ""' 
idempo tenta g 1 , g2-• • • • �onverge s  in the rank me tric 
r Maeda, 6, 155] . Moreover, if lim g = lim ( e ,  e ..,  • • •  e ) = g ,  l n�oo .., ,., � ao  ..... .,_ 
g � ::: g and ( g ).., -:: (e ).,.. , ( g )..e = ( e )e (Maeda, loc . ci t .) . By 
the uniquene s s  e s tabli shed in The orem 5 . 3  we have g = e . 
That is ,  e = lim ( e 1  e.z.. • • •  e.,.) . 
1\ � - '1'\,. 
Consider now the sequence h = 1- Z t .  ( n  = 1 ,  2 ,  • • • ) • n. ;. ,., (, 
The sa are idempotent and h,.h-n+J = hn+• h n. = h.,r1 • Again n. 
lim h exi s ts and s o  doe s lim L t,. = 1-11m h • We wri te 7'1 --" <0  n,.. 1'\� CIO (:1  v '1t 4 o0  l\ Yl. co 
lim � f. = Z:: f . •  '1'1 4 00 (.<:: 1 L i. = t  r., 
We prove 1-e,  e2. • • •  e"" = ( 1-e1 ) + ( l- e2. ) + • • •  + ( 1-e),) . 
The re s ul t  i s  obviously true tor n � 1 .  As suming for n, we 
have 
( l-e 1 ) + ( l-e 1 )  -+ • • •  + { 1-e., )  + ( 1-e l\+ l ) 
= e"'i"' [C l-e1 ) + { 1-•2. ) -t • • •  + ( 1-e� ) + ( 1-e,+• >J 
+ { l-e n-+ • ) [< 1-e 1 ) + ( 1-e:z. )  + • . .  + ( 1-ell. ) + ( 1-e-n + l  >] 
= e'l'\+l [ 1-e 1 e :z. • •  • •n ] + ( 1- e ""'+' ) 
;::. ."1'1+1 -• , e2. • •  · •'>\.e ......  , -t 1-• ........ . 
::::: 1-e, e:z. • • •  e n..,.., • 
13 
...... 
Bence 1-e , • :z. •  • •  e.., :::: � t;,. . 
C.: I 
Taking l imi ts we have 1-lim � •2- • • • e� -n� co ... 
By the orthogonali ty of the idempo tent& e ,  t, , f�, • • • 1 
D ( e  + f1 + f ,_ + • • •  + t.,J.,. = R ( e  + t1 + t 2- -t- • • •  + fvJ 
= R ( e ) + R{t 1 )  + • • •  ....,. R (f?\.) and so 
co 
1 = D ( e  + .,:ld:, t, )t- = D( lim*(e + t, + • • •  + � ).,.. ) 
co 
= lim R ( e  + t1 + • • • + fn) 
7'.� 00 
[c. G. ( 15 ) ( v )  J 
= lim ( R ( e )  + R(f 1 ) + • • .  + R ( f'l'l.) ) 
""- -+CIO 
::::. lim ( c;J(. + A1 -+ • • • + � ) 
'Jl-+ � ,.-, 
or o( + -� (3i = l. 
' "" ' 
Finally et;. = t;,. • = 0, t; tj ::. 0 ( i  -:F J )  im.plJ 
u e. �( e ) ,  v E � (f.: ) ,  w €  � (fi ) ( 1  'f J ) me an uv = 0 = vu, 
vw = 0 = wv .  
5.6. Theorem. e and all r, commute wi th every x 
which commute s wi th a, hence in p articular wi th a; tor every 
such x there exis ts a unique de com.posi tion 
x = x_, + x,_ e = x.e + � x,, where xe. E. �( e ) ,  
x,_ .. 6 R.(l-e) , x11; e � ( f .: ) and � x.�. . = lim i x� . • ,.,.. �w c;;; If• 'r\ � 01) t: 1 1/t. 
e ach 
1-e · ' 
Proof : Since x commute s wi th a,  i t  commute s wi th 
t 
(q . ( a ) ) ( 1 ,  t = 1 ,  2 ,  • • •  ) . klso ·� and consequently 
I. 
t: 
commute with (q• ( a) )  by lb.eorem 5.4 (ii) . 
� � 
Then ( 1-e . )xe .- . e ,- ( q . ( a ) ) e . = ( 1-e . )x ( q . ( a) ) e . ' v - '  ' ' c. " 
� t" 
- ( 1-e c, ) ( q i. ( a) )  xe� = ( l-ei ) ( q i ( a ) ) ( 1-e ,; ) . ( 1-e c: )xei 
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t: 
( t = 1,  2, • • •  ) • Le t  •c: u-t ec.: be the inverse of" e, ( q  i ( a ) ) e, 
in 1tC e .  ) .  Then ... 
t-
( 1-e · )xe .  ::: ( 1-e . ) ( q . ( a ) ) ( 1-e · ) . ( 1-e · )Xe · . e · ute . •  � c.  ' '  ' ' c.  c. '  
Taking the lim! t as t ---+ o0 we have 
( 1-e · )xe · = 0.  ' ' (Theorem s.q. ( iii >] 
Similarly e i. x ( l-e;, ) = 0 so 
x = e, xei. + ( 1-e � )x ( l-e i )  
00 
commute s wi th 1-e .  = f . •  L &. That i s ,  x commute s wi th � f";. and i. :  I QCI 
in turn wi th 1-.l r, = e .  • = •  
As xe = ex we haTe ex( 1-e )  = 0 = ( 1-e )xe and 
x = exe + ( 1-e ) x ( l-e ) ; the uniquene s s  ot this de compos i tion 
is obvious . 
ft. 
The idempotent& e ,  r, , tz. , • • •  , t.,. , 1-e-l" r.,. are 
i. = t  
independent and hence 
x := exe + f_ f.  xt. + ( l•e-f t · )x ( l-e-Z f . ) .  i. : l  ' ' i.:l c. i. : t  " 
[E, Lemma 12 , 4oo] 
� � � 
Now R ( { l-e- L f ·  )x( 1-e- l: f� ) )  � R( l-a- z f . ) � 0  as n � oo . 
i.: I L. ;: I i. :1 C. � � � 
Renee lim (Z fi.. xf . ) = x-exe-lim { ( 1-e-2: f;, ) x { l-e- .2 f&. ) )  
-.ot_. .O i=l  " ��10 i. ::. l  i. = l � 
exi s ts .  We wri te thi s limi t as ;,� xi� • 
The de c omposi tion is  unique tor, no t cons idering the 
obviously unique exe , s uppose we had 
.,_ .,_ I lim ( Z f,; xf� ) = lim ( £:. f .  x f;. ) .  
t\. �oo i.= t "'rl�oo •= 1 '-
Then ,  for any j � 1 ,  2 ,  • • • 
j- 1 � Z r .  xr. + t. xt. + lim ( E  .r .  xf .  ) . • " J J _ _.. . � " c. : t  ... _.., oo • =j+t 
.f- l I I ( 
,., I = L r .  x f .  -t r. x t; + 11m :z t.  x t �. > .  ' : 1  l. (. J ..J '"t � OO  \-::j+l 
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Pre-.mul tiplying by t .  and using the continui ty .I ot mul tipli-
cation toge ther wi th r . r . = 0 ( 1  � j )  we have '" I T 
f .  xf. :::: .f · x ' t .  J J J J ( j  :::: 1 ,  2 ,  • • •  ) . 
5 .  7 .  Theorem. For eve�y p (x )  E P the p ( ae ) ,  when 
formed in � ( e ) ,  has an inverse in � ( e ) .  
Proof : low (p ( a) )� i s  one of an enumerable se t , 
[ (p�( a) )� ;  m = 1 ,  2, • • •  } s ay, whe ther p ( a) is singular OP 
no t , so (p ( a ) )� � (p�(a))� for s ome m � 1 ,  2 ,  • • •  , defining 
p�x ) along the line s or the corre sponding quanti ty or 
Theorem 5 . 2 .  Hence pll\( a) = p ( a ) u  ( u  E: � )  and ep� a) 
= ep ( a) u. 'fhat is,  ( ep ( a )  )-f" � ( epM.( a ) ).,. :=: ( e  >.,.. . Cle arly, 
e,uali ty holds , Since e commute s  wi th a and thus wi th p ( a ) ,  
we have R(ep ( a ) e ) = R(e ) and ep ( a )e has an invers• in � ( e ) . 
But it 
p (x) = x-n. + l'l-1 __L a, x -t • • •  .,.. a ..... ( a I 1 
then ep ( a ) e  = ( eae ).,. + a, ( e ae f'"-• -t • • • + al'\e ,  
. . . , a E: Z )  '"' 
5. 8 ,  The orem, Form p ( a ,_e ) in �(l•e ) .  Tben 
R(p ( a , _� ) )  can be made arbitrarily small by a sui table 
sele c tion of P • 
Proof : We have shown in Theorem 5 . 3  that 
lim R( ( 1-e )p• ..... ( a ) ( l-e ) ) :: o. 
� co  
But , a s  a commute s wi th • and thus wi th 1-e , we have 
( 1-e )p•( a ) ( l-e ) == p""'( a , _ e ) ; hence the re s ult,  
The orem . 
in � (f.: ) • Then 
t-
lim R ( ( q ,  ( a .L .  ) ) ) = 0 .  t -ho  o c.  
( t = 1,  2 ,  • • • ) 
Proof : We have shown in The orem 5 .4 that 
t 
lim R ( ( l-e . ) ( q .  ( a ) )  ( 1-e , ) )  == 0 t'�oo � c. 
or lim R { f  c: ( q . ( a )  )-t- f. ) = 0 s o ,  s ince r .  commute s wi th a and 
t" � Cit> , ' I. 
thus f;, a4ti = (fc:, ate:. )AI ( s = 1 ,  2 ,  • • •  ) , we have the re s ul t .  
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